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ABSTRACT

SYNTHESIS, AQUEOUS SOLUTION BEHAVIOR AND LAYER-BY-LAYER SELF-ASSEMBLY OF POLY(2-ALKYL-2-OXAZOLINE)S

Çağılı, Eda
Doctor of Philosophy, Chemistry
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. İrem Erel-Göktepe

January 2019, 210 pages

Poly(2-alkyl-2-oxazoline)s (PAOXs), are of interest for biomedical applications due to their important biological properties such as nontoxicity and biocompatibility. PAOXs with short-alkyl chains exhibit temperature-responsive behaviour which is advantageous for various biomedical applications. This dissertation focused on synthesis, aqueous solution behaviour, post-functionalization and layer-by-layer (LbL) self-assembly of PAOXs. In addition, it aimed to examine the surface properties of PAOX LbL films and correlate them with biological properties of the multilayers.

First, the effect of pH on aqueous solution behaviour of poly(2-isopropyl-2-oxazoline) (PIPOX) was examined. In this respect, the effect of PIPOX end group, concentration of polymer and salt on pH-induced self-association of PIPOX was examined. Second, the effect of PIPOX end-group on loading capacity and release profile of a model antibiotic, Chloramphenicol (CAP) from PIPOX aggregates was investigated at neutral and acidic pH at a physiologically related temperature. Third, the effect of side chain variation on surface and biological properties of PAOX LbL films has been examined. In this context, PAOXs with varying side chains were co-assembled with Tannic Acid (TA) at the surface using LbL technique. The effect of chemical nature of PAOX side chains, phase behaviour of PAOX and the binding strength between the
layers on surface morphology, stability, wettability and stimuli-responsive drug release properties of the films were examined and correlated with anti-adhesive and antibacterial properties of the PAOX multilayers. Forth, PIPOX-hyd-Doxycycline conjugate was synthesized via hydrazone bond formation and characterized.

Overall, this dissertation generated fundamental knowledge about aqueous solution behaviour of PAOXs and structure-property relationship in PAOX multilayer films.

Keywords: Poly(2-alkyl-2-oxazoline)s, Stimuli-responsive polymer, Polymer self-aggregates, Polymer-drug conjugate, Antibacterial, bacterial anti-adhesive and protein repellent surfaces
ÖZ

POLİ(2-ALKİL-2-OKSAZOLİN) TÜREVLERİNİN SENTEZİ, ÇÖZELTİ DAVRANIŞLARI VE KATMAN-KATMAN KENDİLİĞİNDEN YAPILANDIRILMASI

Çağlı, Eda
Doktora, Kimya
Tez Danışmanı: Doç. Dr. İrem Erel-Göktepe

Ocak 2019, 210 sayfa


İlk olarak, pH’ın PIPOX’un sulu çözelti içerisindeki davranışına etkisi incelenmiştir. Bu amaçla, pH indüksiyonu ile PIPOX’un kendiliginden yapılanma davranışı üzerine PIPOX uç grubunun, polimer konsantrasyonunun ve ortamda tuzun etkisi incelenmiştir. Ardından, PIPOX uç grubunun model antibiyotik Kloramfenikol (CAP)’un PIPOX agregatlarına yüklenme kapasitesi ve salım profili üzerine etkisi araştırılmıştır. PIPOX-OR ve PIPOX-CAP’ın ilaç yükleme kapasiteleri ve salım davranışları nötr ve asidik koşullarda ve fizyolojik sıcaklıkta karşılaştırılmıştır. Sonrasında, yan zincir farklılaştırılmışın katman-katman kendiğinden yapılanma metotu ile hazırlanan PAXO filmlerinin yüzey ve biyolojik özellikleri üzerine etkisi
incelenmiştir. Bu amaçla, farklı yan zincirler barındıran PAOX lar ve tanık asit (TA), katman-katman kendiliğinden yapılanma tekniği kullanılarak yüzeyde yapılandırılmıştır. Bu filmlerin yüzey morfolojisi, kararlılığı, ıslanabilirliği ve belirli bir uyaran ile ilaç salım özellikleri, bakteri tutmama ve antibakteriyel özellikleri ile korelasyonu incelenmiştir. PAOX yan zincirinin kimyasal yapısının, PAOX’un faz özelliğine ve katmanlar arası bağlanma kuvvetinin film kalınlığı, pürüzlülüğü, ıslanabilirliği ve kararlılığına etkisi araştırılmıştır. Son olarak, PIPOX’un Doxycycline antibiyotiği ile konjugatı hidrozon bağı oluşturularak sentezlenmiş ve karakterize edilmiştir.

Genel olarak bakıldığına, bu tez çalışması PAOX’un sulu çözelti içerisindeki davranışına ve PAOX çok katmanlı filmlerindeki kimyasal yap-özellik ilişkisine temel oluşturmuştur.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Poli(2-alkil-2-okszazolin)ler, Dış-uyaranlara duyarlı polimer, Polimer self-agregatlar, Polimer-ilaç konjugatları, Antibakteriyel, bakteri ve protein tutmayan yüzeyler
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Goals and Objectives

Poly(2-alkyl-2-oxazoline)s (PAOXs) are hydrophilic polymers demonstrating non-toxicity, biocompatibility, high chemical stability and stealth behavior [1–5]. Short-alkyl pendant chain containing derivatives have been widely pronounced by their response toward temperature, so called "temperature-responsive behavior" [2,6–17]. Temperature trigger can be induced either internally or externally that lead to a change in conformation of the temperature responsive polymer. PAOXs with short-alkyl pendant chain are known to exhibit lower critical solution temperature (LCST)-type phase behavior in aqueous media [2].

This dissertation aimed:

i) investigation of the effect of pH in aqueous solution behavior of PAOXs;

ii) investigation of the effect of PAOX end group on loading/release behaviour of pH-responsive PIPOX aggregates;

iii) investigation of the effect of side chain variation on layer-by-layer self-assembly of PAOXs and surface and biological properties of PAOX multilayers;

iv) investigation of synthesis of PIPOX-antibiotic conjugate with labile hydrazone linkage.

1.2. Summary of thesis

The study presented in Chapter 2 aimed understanding the effect of pH on aqueous solution behaviour of PIPOX. For the first time, pH-induced formation of well-
distributed spherical PIPOX self-aggregates in aqueous environment was explored (Figure 1.1). PIPOX solution was prepared at acidic pH and titrated with NaOH solution. It was found that, above pH 5, self-association of PIPOX enhanced resulting in formation of PIPOX aggregates. The mechanism of self-association is explained by unprotonation of amide units as the pH was increased resulting in a decrease in electrostatic repulsion among PIPOX chains and enhanced hydrophobic association among PIPOX chains. The mechanism of pH-induced self-aggregation was further explored using density functional (DFT) methods in collaboration with Dr. Erol Yıldırım (Institute of High Performance Computing, Agency for Science, Technology and Research (A*STAR)). Moreover, the effect of PIPOX and salt concentration as well as end-group moiety on self-association of PIPOX and size of PIPOX aggregates have been examined. It was found that increasing salt concentration at acidic pH also induced formation of PIPOX aggregates through acting like a bridge between the protonated amide units of PIPOX. Finally, the effect of formation of pH-induced PIPOX aggregates on cloud point temperature of PIPOX was explored. The cloud point of PIPOX was detected at 42 °C at acidic pH, whereas it was found as 37 °C in the presence of PIPOX aggregates.

Figure 1.1. Graphical representation of formation of poly(2-isopropyl-2-oxazoline) (PIPOX) self-aggregates.

The study presented in Chapter 3 aimed to understand the effect of PIPOX end-group on loading capacity and release profile of a model antibiotic, Chloramphenicol (CAP) into/from pH-responsive PIPOX aggregates. In this context, PIPOX was permanently
conjugated with CAP to obtain PIPOX-CAP conjugate. For comparison, PIPOX terminated using 2-Butanol (PIPOX-OR) was also prepared. Self-aggregation of PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP was triggered via increasing pH in 10 mM phosphate buffer (prepared using NaH$_2$PO$_4$.2H$_2$O) and CAP solution. The size of both PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP aggregates were found to be similar in phosphate buffer. On the other hand, PIPOX-CAP formed larger self-aggregates in CAP solution compared to PIPOX-OR. The reason for the formation of larger aggregates can be explained by enhanced association among PIPOX chains owing to CAP end-groups. Free CAP molecules possibly provided greater association among higher number of chains through interaction with CAP end-groups leading to formation of larger aggregates. Furthermore, the effect of polymer end group on CAP loading and release profiles of PIPOX self-aggregates was examined under acidic pH conditions at a physiologically related temperature (Figure 1.2). Maximum amount of CAP released from both types of aggregates at slightly acidic pH and 37 °C due to disintegration of self-aggregates at mild acidic environment and temperature-induced conformational transition of PIPOX from extended to globular form. The amount of CAP released from PIPOX-CAP self-aggregates was higher than that from PIPOX-OR at all conditions due to higher CAP loading capacity of PIPOX-CAP aggregates.

Figure 1.2. Graphical representation of formation of CAP loaded PIPOX self-aggregates and CAP release from PIPOX self-aggregates under acidic pH conditions at 37 °C.
The study presented in Chapter 4 aimed to explore the effect of side chain variation on surface and biological properties of PAOX multilayers. In this context, multilayer films of PIPOX and poly (2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) (PEOX) were prepared at acidic conditions (pH 2.5) using LbL self-assembly technique. The driving force for multilayer growth was hydrogen bonding interactions between the phenolic hydroxyl groups of TA and carbonyl groups of PEOX or PIPOX. PAOX multilayers were contrasted with respect to their surface properties. It was found that surface properties such as thickness, roughness, wettability and stability of multilayers were affected by the chemical nature of PAOX side chain, phase behaviour of PAOX and the binding strength between the layers. Ciprofloxacin (CIP) which is a wide-spectrum antibiotic, was loaded into multilayers at neutral conditions (pH 7.4) via post-loading approach through mainly electrostatic interactions between free ionized phenolic hydroxyl groups of TA and protonated piperizinyln amino group of CIP together. CIP release from multilayers were examined at pH 6.0, pH 7.4 and 25°C, 37 °C. At 25 °C, all PAOX multilayers showed pH-responsive release of CIP at varying amounts at neutral and moderately acidic pH. At 37 °C, PAOX multilayers released remarkably different amounts of CIP at moderately acidic pH. The difference in the amount of CIP released from multilayers was correlated with the difference in the phase behaviour of PAOXs at 37 °C. Finally, surface morphology, stability, wettability and stimuli-responsive drug release properties of the films were correlated with anti-adhesive and antibacterial properties of the surfaces (Figure 1.3). PEOX/TA multilayers were found to be highly anti-adhesive against Escherichia coli (E.coli) and bovine serum albumin (BSA) due to higher wettability of PEOX/TA films compared to PIPOX/TA multilayers. Antibacterial activity of multilayers were examined using Kirby-bauer method against Gram (-) E.coli and Gram (+) Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus). Results obtained from release experiments were in good agreement with the antibacterial activity of the surfaces against S.aureus. Although the amount of CIP released from different PAOX multilayers were different, all films showed antibacterial activity against E.coli.
Figure 1.3. Graphical representation of bacterial and protein anti-adhesive characteristics and anti-bacterial activity of PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA multilayers.

The study presented in Chapter 5 aimed synthesizing PIPOX-doxycycline (PIPOX-hyd-DOXY) conjugate with acid labile hydrazone linker which can release DOXY at acidic conditions (Figure 1.4). In this respect, methyl thioglycolate, methyl 2-aminobenzoate and N-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-L-cysteine methyl ester functionalized PIPOX precursors were synthesized by directly terminating PIPOX using these three different esters. Then, starting from N-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-L-cysteine methyl ester functionalized PIPOX, hydrazide derivative of PIPOX precursor was synthesized which was then converted into PIPOX-hyd-DOXY conjugate through formation of hydrazone linker between PIPOX and DOXY. Precursors and the final conjugate were characterized using $^1\text{H}$-NMR, TLC and GPC.

Figure 1.4. Graphical representation of formation of PIPOX-doxycycline (PIPOX-hyd-DOXY) conjugate with hydrazone linker and hydrazone bond cleavage at acidic conditions.
1.3. Literature Review

1.3.1. Poly(2-alkyl-2-oxazoline)s

Poly(2-alkyl-2-oxazoline)s (PAOX), also called pseudo-peptides due to structural similarity to peptides (Figure 1.5), are promising materials for biomedical and life-science applications due to their readily availability, low toxicity, precisely controlled chemical structures and physical characteristics, high variety of solubility and tremendous biocompatibility [18–22]. Their popularity has been rised in the last years due to their ability to be indistinguishable by the immune system in living organisms, so called “stealth behavior” [13,23]. Importantly, PAOXs are considered as an alternative to poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) which is a commonly used polymer in biomedical applications [24]. This is due to higher oxidative stability and interfacial properties of PAOXs than that of PEG. To date, poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) (PEOX) is the only derivative to be approved by Food and Drug Administration (FDA) as food contact mediator. In addition, Phase 1 clinical trials have begun for side-chain drug attached PAOX to be used as therapeutic for Parkinson’s disease treatment. Moreover, various PAOX derivatives are being figured out as flocculants, additives, compatibilizers etc. in many different applications. The striking characteristics of short-alkyl chain PAOXs is thermal responsivity that make them potential candidate to be used in biomedical applications [20,23,25].

![Poly(2-alkyl-2-oxazoline)s](image)

**Figure 1.5.** General chemical structure of poly(2-alkyl-2-oxazoline)s.
1.3.2. Synthesis of poly(2-alkyl-oxazoline)s

2-alkyl-2-oxazolines are well-known class of 5-membered heterocyclic imino-ethers since 1889 [26]. They become popular after mid 1960’s due to their existence in various biologically active intermediates [27–29] or final compounds [30–32], potential to be used as catalysts and ligands [33–35] and as monomers in cationic ring opening polymerization (CROP) [13,35–39]. Various derivatives of 2-alkyl-2-oxazolines were obtained by following various chemical routes such as catalytic isomerization reaction of N-acylethelylenimines precursor prepared from acyl chlorides and ethyleneimine by Achotten-Baumann reaction [40], sulfuric acid catalyzed cyclodehydration of N-hydroxyethylamides [41], base catalyzed cyclodehalogenation of N-chloroethylamides [41] and nucleophilic attachment of existing 2-oxazoline to organohalogene compound [42]. Furthermore, one-pot basic synthesis of 2-alkyl-2-oxazolines has been achieved with higher conversions via Witte-Seeliger reaction starting from nitriles and aminoalcohols in presence of Lewis acid catalyst [43–45] (Scheme 1.1). Wide commercial availability of various nitriles and aminoalcohols makes this method preferrable for preparation of different 2-alkyl-2-oxazoline derivatives.

Scheme 1.1 Schematic representation of synthesis of 2-alkyl-2-oxazolines via Witte-Seeliger reaction (Adapted from Witte et al. with slight modification[27]).

2-alkyl-2-oxazolines was converted into polymers including N-acylethelylenimine repeating units in presence of cationic initiators that are strong acids or their esters or anhydrides or even Friedel-Crafts type complexation agents (i.e. sulfuric acid, alkyl
iodides, iodine, p-toluenesulfonicbenzoic anhydride and p-toluene sulfonate or perchlorate derivatives) [41,46–48]. Nowadays, CROP of 2-alkyl-2-oxazolines have beOPOen carried out mostly using alkyl tosyIates, triflates, alkyl, benzyl or acetyl halides as initiator [25,49–53]. Moreover, functional initiators that do not possess nucleophilic character could also be used in CROP [54].

Polymerization mechanism contains three steps; initiation, propagation and termination. The attack of unpaired electrons of nitrogen of 2-alkyl-2-oxazoline monomer onto the electrophilic part of initiator initiates the polymerization and results in formation of oxazolinium cation. Afterwards, polymerization propagates by the attack of inactive monomer molecule to the cationic oxazolinium intermediate proceeding with the formation of PAOX backbone with amide functionality via ring-opening. During propagation, living oxazolinium chain-end is still intact that allows the achievement of polymer with desired molecular weight up to termination. In an ideal polymerization, chain coupling and chain transfer reactions are not pronounced so living character of the CROP is preserved. Unlike the ideal case, chain transfer or coupling reactions are the main termination reactions occurring under reaction conditions and they are undesired when high molecular weight polymers are needed (Scheme 1.2). Living nature of the cationic ring opening polymerization could be explicitly terminated to attach various functional units to ω-chain end [55–57]. Water and sodium hydroxide are the mainly used terminating agents to leave hydroxide at the chain terminus [7,58–60]. In termination step, nucleophilic addition of the terminating agent to the living chain end takes part in. By use of strong nucleophiles like methanolic sodium hydroxide, amines, carboxylates, termination occurs on the 5-position of the activated oxazolinium intermediate while in case of using weak nucleophiles such as water, termination arises on the 2-position of the activated intermediate. ω-chain end functionalization has been achieved via attachment of oxygen, nitrogen, carbon and sulphur centered nucleophiles.
Scheme 1.2 General scheme of cationic ring-opening polymerization of 2-alkyl-2-oxazolines including initiation, propagation and termination steps (Adapted from Becer et al. with slight modification[46]).

Moreover, the use of well-purified initiator, monomer and solvent are needed to achieve PAOX with narrow molecular weight distribution because any impurity or traces of moisture prompt the chain transfer and termination reactions [25,41,61,62]. Recently, Hoogenboom and Monnery published a patent reporting the synthesis of PAOX with well-defined molar mass using special vacuum techniques and low temperatures which eliminates the probable side reactions [63].

The termini being converted to different functional moieties could be desirable to reach PAOX telecheletics be used in various applications. By this point of view, aliphatic [50,64,65] or cyclic [49,66–70] amines, azides [71,72] and thiols [73,74] are convenient alternatives to be used for end group modification (Table 1.1). In last ten years, bioactive molecules have been coupled with PAOXs via either permanent conjugation of therapeutics with nucleophilic sides in termination step of CROP (non-
released strategy) [75,76] or *via* labile attachment of therapeutics to PAOXs by modification of termini (labile attachment strategy) [77].

Table 1. Terminating agents to be mostly used in CROP of 2-alkyl-2-oxazolines and the resultant structures of poly(2-alkyl-2-oxazoline)s.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terminating agent</th>
<th>Resulting PAOX</th>
<th>Ref #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H$_2$O and NaOH</td>
<td></td>
<td>42-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_1\text{NH}R_2$</td>
<td></td>
<td>34,49,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_3\text{NH}_2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z = CH$_2$, NH, NR</td>
<td></td>
<td>33,51-55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaN$_3$</td>
<td></td>
<td>56,57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{SH(R)}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>58,59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS$\text{R}_1$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{R}_2$ = -R, -CSR$_1$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.3.3. Biologically active PAOX derivatives

In general, biologically active polymers are described as polymers with antimicrobial functionalities in their structures providing them superior intrinsic characteristics compared to their small-molecule counterparts. They show (i) long-lasting physical/chemical stability and enhanced activity against bacteria/fungi possessing high number of bioactive groups [78–81], (ii) nontoxicity or lower toxicity to healthy tissue [78–80,82,83], (iii) longer shelf-life [79,81], (iv) possible contact killing ability against bacteria [79,82], (v) lower cost compared to advanced bioactives such as antibiotic peptides [78], (vi) easy purification [81], (vii) non-volatility [80–83] and (viii) lower possibility of development of multi-drug resistant bacterial species [78–80].

In addition, polymeric systems can be equipped with various biofunctional groups to be gained synergistic effects and promising combinations [79,83,84].

Bioactive polymeric systems are classified as, therapeutic polymers, polymeric therapeutics, therapeutic releasing polymers. Therapeutic polymers intrinsically display therapeutic characteristics. Lacking of release of harmful biocides to the environment make those polymers advantageous [78,85]. On the other hand, polymeric therapeutics include therapeutic attached to their structure with uncleavable bond (permanent conjugation of therapeutics). In this type, the shielding of the activity of biocides by polymeric backbone due to steric effects and deactivation of biocidal function in presence of any contamination predominate [86]. Different from those, therapeutic releasing polymers are loaded or temporarily linked (labile conjugation) with biocides and upon external or internal trigger, the bioactive is released from the system via cleavage of the linkage. Toxicity and development of resistant microorganisms are significant problems for this type as high amounts of biocides released at once [85,86].
1.3.3.1. Therapeutic PAOXs

Therapeutic polymers, that are mainly antimicrobials, display common functionalities in their structure which determine their antibacterial activity. They are amphiphilic in nature with various hydrophilic and hydrophobic segments, amine functionality and intrinsically antimicrobial groups on side chains [78,87,88]. Polycations, mostly possessing quarternary ammonium, phosphonium, or tertiary sulfonium groups and primary/tertiary amino groups, are reported as one of the most effective macrobiocides due to their tendency to cooperate with the negatively charged phospholipid membrane of the bacterial cell which enhance the interaction and contact-killing ability [89,90]. In addition to this biocidal functionalities, the satellite groups-groups with no intrinsic biocidal activity but enhance the antimicrobial activity of polymer via interacting with antibacterial end have been examined. It has been shown that, nonactive group distal to the antibacterial end of the polymer has major effect on the antibacterial activity of the whole polymer [79,82,91].

In the last fifteen years, many studies published on antimicrobial PAOXs. Waschinski et. al. reported the synthesis of poly(2-alkyl-1,3-oxazoline)s end capped with N,N-dimethylldodecylamine(DDA) with different alkyl, aminoalkyl, and polyphenyloxazoline satellite groups. They obtained 2-3 times higher antimicrobial activity with polymers possesing 4–10 carbon alkyl chain satellites against *Staphylococcus aureus* (*S. aureus*) and *Escherichia coli* (*E. coli*) compared to low molecular weight biocide counterparts [92]. Same group also synthesized poly(2-alkyl-1,3-oxazoline)s with quarternary ammonium groups at the chain end. They compared the antibacterial activity of polymer with various α-end functionality ( the functionality coming from the initiator) together with the DDA terminal moeity and they concluded that α-end group has significant impact on the antibacterial characteristics of ω-end capping [91]. Three years later, same researchers compared three different poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline) (PMEOX) derivatives with DDA end group and methyl, decyl and hexadecyl satellite groups with respect to antimicrobial activity. They found that variety of interactions between polymers and phospholipid
membranes indicated the different antimicrobial function of polymers [93]. Recently, Fik et. al. presented a work on the synthesis and examination of antimicrobial activity of PMEOX with various satellite groups such as hydroxy, amino and double bond-including moieties. The best result was obtained with PMEOX including DDA distal and ethylenediamine (EDA) satellite groups due to distinct functions on penetration throughout membrane and attractions with surface [94]. Figure 1.6. shows the chemical structures of antimicrobial PAOXs with various distal and satellite groups.
Figure 1.6. Chemical structures of antimicrobial PAOXs with various distal and satellite groups.
1.3.3.2. PAOX therapeutics

Although conjugation of polymers with bioactive agents without aiming release of active molecule is one of the successful concepts in prodrug design, it has been rarely preferred. The common features of polymers used in this type of conjugation are non-toxicity, non-immunogenicity, high solubility, high purity, biocompatibility and controlled average molecular weight to avoid immediate renal excretion but for easy clearance due to prevention of accumulation in body. Polymer-drug conjugates are mostly preferred to diminish the toxicity, increasing stability as well as blood circulation time and enhancing pharmacokinetic characteristics of anticancer drugs such as doxorubicin and paclitaxel. By this way, most of the problems occurring as a result of the application of cytotoxic drugs which are directly coupled with targeting antibodies could be prevented via using polymeric carriers as a linkage within the drug and targeting moiety [95–97]. There are also couple of examples of permanently bonded conjugates of PEG, Dextrin and PAOX with antibiotics focusing on the treatment of infections caused by bacteria [75,76,98–101].

Despite the great diversity of polymers with various compositions, PEG is one of the most commonly used synthetic polymer for bioactive molecule conjugation due to being non-toxic and cheap, easy elimination from the living organisms by kidneys, easy activation for conjugation, hydrophilic characteristics confirming the solubilization of hydrophobic drugs and having regulated permeation from biological barriers [102–105]. The significant application era for PEG conjugates, so-called pegylation, is mainly focus on the conjugation of PEG to bioactive agents to protect them from the immune-recognition as well as extending its circulation time in living body systems [106]. All of the type of conjugates have been established via the replacement of end-group functionalities (mostly hydroxyl moiety) with bioactive molecules such as proteins [107], peptides [108], drugs [109,110], oligonucleotides [111], antibodies and fragments [112].
As a good alternative to PEG, a review of literature revealed that poly(2-alkyl-2-oxazoline)s that are more stable against enzymatic cleavage in living systems compared to PEG, have been conjugated with various bioactives [113]. One of the pioneer study on conjugation of drug with PEOX and PMEOX was conducted by Valender et al. That study was the first study of PAOX-adduct chemistry in which the “living” polymer was directly conjugated to lysyl-amino moiety of a peptide. It was shown that the polymer-peptide conjugate was still active through antibody binding as a result of ELISA assay. On the other hand, purification, isolation and characterization of PAOX were not achieved prior to conjugation [114]. Woodle et al. revealed the synthesis of PEOX and PMEOX conjugated with distearoylphosphatidylethanolamine (DSPE). Conjugates displayed prolonged circulation times via intravenous injection with low hepato-splenic uptake in rats. This study was the first illustration of the prevention of rapid recognition and clearance by using a polymer which can be an alternative to PEG [115]. Mero et. al. reported the synthesis of stable PEOX-tripisin and PEOX-Cytosine arabinose conjugates. They obtained comparable results for enzymatic activity of the trypsin conjugate and cytotoxicity activity of Cytosine arabinose conjugates against HeLa cell [116]. Viegas et. al. prepared functionalized PEOX in various molecular weights and then conjugated them with model bioactives such as bovine serum albumin, catalase, ribonuclease, uricase and insulin by non-labile bonds. Their results revealed that PEOX-insulin conjugate displayed higher activity to lower the blood glucose levels for a given time period when compared to pristine insulin. Similar to PEG, PEOX could also reduce the immonogenic characteristics of bovine serum albumin (BSA).
PEOXs in 10-20 kDa molecular weights were safely administered when intravenous injected to rats [4].

Recently, Schmidt et. al. published an article on synthesis and well-defined characterization of PEOX-Ciprofloxacin (CIP) conjugate. They realized that direct conjugation of CIP to polymer diminishes the antimicrobial activity of CIP due to blockage of functionality corresponding to antimicrobial activity via covalent bond formation. Other chain end functionality was also altered but this also resulted in poor antimicrobial activity of conjugates revealing that direct termination of PEOX with CIP was not a good strategy for preserving antimicrobial activity of antibiotic. Alternatively, they also synthesized PEOX-CIP conjugate with ethylene diamine spacer and displayed higher antibacterial activity that is also highly depending on molecular weight of the polymer [76]. Two years later, same group coupled Penicillines (Pen G and Pen V) to PMEOX from their carboxylic acid functionality. They showed up to 350 times higher antimicrobial activity against S.aureus in comparison to free antibiotics. When conjugates were functionalized with second antimicrobial group dodecyltrimethylammonium group (DDA-X) from free chain end, they became more active in presence of penicillinase [75]. Table 1.2 reveals the chemical structures of permanently bonded PAOX-biomolecule conjugates.

Table 1.2. Chemical representation of permenantly bonded PAOX conjugates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical structure of PAOX-bioactive agent conjugate</th>
<th>Reference #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Valender et. al.</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Alternating to permanent attachment of bioactive compounds to polymers, conjugation of bioactive compound with polymers through labile linkages has been a commonly used strategy especially for controlled release applications. By this way, the drawback of losing activity of bioactive molecule after conjugation with the moiety that is directly related with biological function could be eliminated. In this type of systems, bioactive agent could be released via stimuli responsive [117–120], enzymatic [102,121–124], hydrolytic [125–130] cleavage of labile bonds from polymer-therapeutic conjugates. In case of the use of biodegradable polymers in
conjugate systems, release of bioactive occurred upon degradation of polymer under physiological conditions [128–132]. Many studies have been conducted on the synthesis of different polymer-conjugates with great variety of bioactive compounds to be used for controlled release of therapeutics under ambient conditions in presence of stimuli being focused on. For this purposes, various methods and procedures are followed to adjust the release rate of the bioactives (especially drugs) by covalently linking them with hydrolytically labile bonds such as disulfide [120,133,134], imine [135], acetal [136] or oxime [137]. In addition to those, hydrazone bonds are most commonly preferred linkage between drugs and polymers due to easy cleavage at slightly acidic circumstances (pH 5.0–6.0). This is important when minimal drug release at physiological conditions (pH 7.4) but fast drug release at slightly acidic conditions such as infectious side of body or cancer tissues are desired [138,139].

Prior to studies on PAOX-drug conjugates, various studies reported on polymer-drug conjugate systems designed via using hydrazone bonds to attach drug to hydrophilic polymer. Coessens et. al. reported the conjugation of streptomycin with polyglutamin and dextran via hydrazone spacer. They attached 6-aminohexyl-a-D-mannopyranoside side groups for targeting the conjugate to macrophages. The results revealed that polymer-streptomycin conjugate was non-hemolytic and hydrolytically stable at physiological pH while showing faster drug release at lysosomal pH conditions due to cleavage of hydrazone bond [140]. Bae et. al. studied pH-sensitive release of anticancer drug, adriamycin from the micelles of PEG-poly-(aspartate hydrazone adriamycin), in which the adriamycin was linked to the hydrophobic core via acid-sensitive hydrazone spacers. In this system, adriamycin was selectively released via sensing the decrease of intracellular pH in endosomes and lysosomes (pH 5.0-6.0) while drug is preserved stably under physiological circumstances (pH 7.4). In vivo and in vitro experiments revealed that micelles have ability to intracellular pH-triggered drug release, tumor-infiltrating penetrability and effective antitumor activity with enormously low toxicity [141]. Same year, Hruby et. al. published a work on preparation of micelles from amphiphilic diblock copolymers of poly(ethylene oxide)
(PEO) and poly(allyl glycidyl ether) covalently linked with anthracycline antibiotic doxorubicin (DOX). Hydrazone bond between poly(allyl glycidyl ether) and DOX was created with alteration of methyl sulfanylacetate functionality with hydrazide and hydrazone bonds subsequently. Higher DOX-release rates were recorded at pH 5.0 compared to pH 7.4 [142]. Hue et al. stated the preparation of DOX-coupled mPEG-b-P(LA-co-ME/DOX) to examine antitumor action. They formed hydrazone linkage via changing 4-nitrophenyl chloroformate (NPC)-activated copolymer to hydrazide group and then reacting this copolymer with DOX. Their in vitro release studies displayed that the polymer–DOX conjugate micelles showed a pH-dependent release characteristics [138]. Wang et al. reported two PEG-co-poly(lactic acid) (PEG-PLA) copolymers conjugated with levulinic acid modified curcumin via hydrazone spacer resulting in linear (PEG-PLA-Cur) and phospholipid-like (Bt(PEG-PLA)-Cur) conjugates, respectively. Hydrazone spacer created via reaction of hydrazide moiety formed from ester group at the chain end and hydrazine hydrate with an antibiotic, curcumin. In case of linear conjugate micelles, loading dose, release rate and cellular uptake were higher but cytotoxicity was enhanced due to higher critical micelle concentration compared to phospholipid-like conjugate micelles [143]. In same year, same group published another study via working on same conjugate but in that study, they showed that after cleavage of hydrazone bond between PEG-PLA copolymer and levulinic acid modified curcumin, the residual hydrazide functionalized PEG-PLA-NH-NH₂ induced extensive cytotoxicity in a Hela cell-line. Therefore, they emphasized the significance of spacer selection for design of polymer-drug conjugate [144]. This studies of Wang et al. are the examples of end-group conjugation of drug with polymer via hydrazone linkage.

The studies reported up to now all use block copolymers or random copolymers for conjugation of drugs due to (i) attach drug into functionalizable moiety of one of the block to provide multi attachment of drug (ii) to achieve 3D structures, micelles for controlled release applications except the oldest study mentioned. Different from those, Li et al. published a work showing the synthesis and characterization of DOX
conjugated PEOX homopolymer via hydrazone bonds from chain end. They realized that, without need of any other group in different hydrophilicity forming copolymer, the micelles could also be constructed from PEOX-DOX conjugate itself. They confirmed the pH-induced cleavage of hydrazone bond and faster release of drug at acidic conditions. However, in order to increase the content of drug released, they also physically entrapped DOX into PEOX-DOX conjugate micelles. They revealed that the antitumor efficacy was noticeably enhanced by application of dual endosomal pH-sensitive micelles and side-effects of free DOX was reduced [77]. The chemical structures of polymer-drug conjugates via hydrazone linkage were shown in Table 1.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical structures of polymer-drug conjugates via hydrazone bond</th>
<th>Reference #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coessens et. al.</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Chemical structure of Coessens et. al. conjugate" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bae et. al.</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Chemical structure of Bae et. al. conjugate" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.3. Chemical representations of polymer-drug conjugates obtained via hydrazone linkage.
1.3.4. Aqueous solution behavior of PAOXs

PAOXs are in class of tertiary polyamides having usually achiral structure based on main chain so they cannot reorganize into secondary structures by secondary forces. Nevertheless, there are also chiral alternatives of PAOX in which the chirality is introduced by chiral groups onto the alkyl-moiety on the side chains or chain ends [13,39,145]. That enables them to form biomimetic self-assemblies possessing complex or hierarchical arrangements. In addition to chirality, the alkyl groups on the side chain also have great importance on some fundamental characteristics such as
water solubility [146] and crystallinity [147]. PAOXs with short alkyl side chains (PMEOX, PEOX, poly(2-n-propyl-2-oxazoline) (PnPOX) and PIPOX) are highly soluble in water at room temperature while the ones with longer and branched alkyl-side chains are insoluble in aqueous media. Among those, PEOX, PnPOX and PIPOX display temperature-dependent phase change that make them highly popular especially in biomedical era. Contrary to the popularity of temperature-sensitive behavior, only few studies conducted on their pH-dependent conformation change since they are generally known as neutral polymers [77,148,149].

1.3.4.1. Temperature-dependent aqueous solution behavior of PAOXs

Derivatives of PAOX possessing short alkyl chains, i.e. PEOX, poly(2-cyclopropyl-2-oxazoline) (PcPOX), PnPOX and PIPOX attracted great attention due to their lower critical solution temperature (LCST) type phase behavior. LCST is the temperature below which polymer chains are in extended conformation and highly solubilized while above which they adopted more contracted conformation and become more hydrophobic (Figure 1.7, Panel A). LCST of PEOX, PIPOX, PcPOX and PnPOX were recorded as 60 °C, 35 °C, 30 °C and 25 °C, respectively (Figure 1.7, Panel B) [5].
Among PAOXs, PIPOX attracted greater attention due to its LCST which is close to the body temperature. For the first time, temperature-responsive behavior of PIPOX was investigated by Uyama and Kobayashi. They reported cloud point (CP) of PIPOX as 36 °C in aqueous media which can be altered in presence of additives and concentration of polymer solution. They examined gel forming tendency of PIPOX upon rising temperature. They found that the swelling transition temperature of PIPOX hydrogels was near to the CP of PIPOX revealing the high potential of PIPOX being used in biomedical field soon [16]. Meyer and Schlaad were the pioneers of the research on temperature-induced self-coagulation of PIPOX in aqueous environment above its LCST. They correlate this irreversible phase transition with self-organization
or crystallization of homopolymer at elevated temperatures [150]. Then, Katsumoto et al. displayed that the phenomena under crystallization of PIPOX at high temperatures is so similar to two-step nucleation of protein crystals in aqueous media. The difference in LCST values of poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM) and PIPOX was directly correlated with the hydration/dehydration of amide structural motifs on the side chain for former and on the backbone for the latter [151]. Haladjova et. al also published a study on formation of PAOX mesoglobules in aqueous environment at elevated temperature and suggested a similar mechanism to the one reported by Katsumoto et. al. Besides, same researchers demonstrated loading/release of bioactive into/from mesoglobules in response to temperature [11]. Later, Oleszko et. al. showed the crystallization tendency of PIPOX in organic solutions such as acetonitrile, dimethyl sulfoxide, or propylene carbonate by formation of micron-sized fibril structures and compared the results with the ones in bulk and in aqueous solution [152]. In addition to the studies concerning experimental evidences for conformational changes of PIPOX chains in aqueous media, Ozaltin et. al. recently inspected the morphological characteristics of PIPOX at temperatures below and above its LCST through computational methods such as MD simulations, DPD simulations and reverse-mapping procedures. They demonstrated that PIPOX chains turned into helical conformation prior to crystallization in water above its LCST [153].

1.3.4.2. pH-dependent aqueous solution behavior of PAOXs

Temperature-responsive behavior of PAOX derivatives possessing short alkyl chains have been extensively examined as mentioned in Section 1.4.1. However, the number of studies concerning pH-responsive aqueous solution behavior of PAOXs is limited. pH-sensitivity of PAOX has been explained via reversible protonation of amide nitrogen below its pKₐ(Figure 1.8). For the first time, Wang and Hsiue revealed the shrinkage of PEOX/PLA hydrogels at pH < 5.3 at constant ionic strength and temperature conditions. They correlated this result with ionization of amide units at
pH values lower than 5.3. This trigger the formation of H-bonded complexes between PEOX chains and resulted in restriction of swelling of hydrogels as a consequence of increase of cohesion [154]. Later, same group synthesized PLLA-\(b\)-PEOX-\(b\)-PLLA triblock copolymers and examined their biodegradation, pH- and temperature-responsive properties. They determined the \(pK_a\) of triblock copolymer \(\sim 8.1\) which was slightly higher than that previously reported for PEOX (\(pK_a \sim 6.44\) [149]). They related pH-sensitive behavior of PEOX with the reduction of hydrogen exchange rate between the chains and water as a consequence of intermolecular hydrogen bonding between the carbonyl functionality of PEOX and protonated amide nitrogen [148]. Zhao et al. designed pH-responsive PEOX-PLA diblock copolymer micelles with folate targeting moiety for simultaneous release of DOX and TPGS1000, a potent P-gp inhibitor. They correlated pH sensitivity of micelles with PEOX blocks for which \(pK_a\) was determined as \(\sim 6.95\), slightly higher than that of unmodified PEOX homopolymer (\(pK_a \sim 6.44\)). They reported that the release at pH 6.4 (pH at tumor tissue) was mainly due to repulsion between protonated amide units of PEOX and expansion of PEOX-corona. On the other hand, the release at endosomal/lysosomal pH (pH 5.0) was as a result of disintegration of micellar structure due to degradation of PLA block [149]. Recently, Cagli and Erel-Goktepe reported a study on pH-dependent self-aggregation of PIPOX through both experimental and computational approaches in collaboration with Yildirim and Yang [155].

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{R} &= \text{ethyl, isopropyl} \\
\text{pH} > pK_a & \iff \text{H-bonded complexes} \\
\text{pH} < pK_a & \iff \text{free amine}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 1.8. Reversible protonation of PAOX at pH below its pKa
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1.3.4.3. PAOX-based colloidal structures

Living matter is constituted from controlled and organized self-assembled structures such as self-association of phospholipids into cell-membranes and protein folding. Self-assembled conformation provide them to enhance specific characteristics like mechanical strength [156]. The striking point of development of the self-assembly of synthetic molecules was the motivation of chemists to mimic the nature [157]. Recently, the self-association of synthetic polymers with well-defined structures is a significant era of research based on the conformational change via phase separation either in bulk phase or in solution phase [158,159]. The latter is specifically significant era of research for poly(2-oxazoline)s.

1.3.4.3.1. PAOX homopolymer self-aggregates

Self-assembly of PAOXs have been induced either via hydrophobic association of chain ends or alkyl chain attached to the side chain [160,161] or attachment of bulky dendiric functionalities to the side chain [14,162–165]. Hydrophobic interactions lead to dehydration of chains that loosens the polymer-water interactions but enhance polymer-polymer associations. Hydrophobic polymer-polymer associations could be between either alkyl groups at chain ends, main chain ethylene groups and alkyl groups at side chain or alkyl group at repeating unit and end groups of PAOXs (Figure 1.9A). The shapes of reorganized aggregates which might be spherical, cylindrical and bilayers etc. depend on the configuration of polymer chains and geometric packing parameter. Spherical shaped aggregates could be obtained by polymers with long hydrophilic chain and short hydrophobic segments. Altering the length of hydrophobic and hydrophilic segments of homopolymer, the conversion from spherical to cylindrical shapes might be possible. Besides to hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen bonding interactions between water-polymer or polymer-polymer (Figure 1.9B), π-π stacking, van der waals and dipole-dipole associations are the mostly pronounced secondary forces affecting aggregate formation of polymers [165].
Jin synthesized a basic star shaped PMEOX and examined its hierarchical self-association into crystalline spherical colloids. They suggested that rigid core of the spherical PMEOX self-aggregates is formed from benzene moiety attached to one end of the polymer at the initiation step and this core is surrounded by the flexible PMEOX coronae [161]. Volet et al. prepared monoalkyl-end functionalized PMEOX and examined its self-assembly to form micelle restructured via hydrophobic-hydrophobic interactions between alkyl end capping. Disintegration of micelles were achieved via addition of β-cyclodextrin that captures the alkyl chains and makes end cappings hydrophilic [166]. Demirel et al. published work on self-association of PAOX homopolymer triggered via temperature resulted in crystallization from the solution and construction of nanoribbons and fibers of PIPOX [160]. Obeid et al. studied on the temperature effect on self-association of telechelic and semi-telechelic octadecyl attached to the α- end of PIPOX and PEOX. Self-assembly of both polymers was achieved below LCSTs due to hydrophobic interactions of the moieties at the chain ends [167].
In addition to these monoalkyl and dialkyl-end capped PAOXs, lipoPAOXs have been investigated. Previously, it was shown that lipopolymer monolayers at the air-water interface are mostly worked on as a model systems to mimic the association in biological membranes [168]. Baekmark et al. showed the crystallization of long hydrophobic alkyl chains of lipopolymer throughout van der Waals (vdW) associations leading to locally ordering of lipopolymer [169]. Ahrens et al. reported
formation of weakly ordered lipid lined nanostructures in monolayers of lipopolymer onto mica surface once the polymer rests on the water-air boundary [170]. Different from the tendency of association of long alkyl chains throughout van der waals interactions, Naumann et al. displayed formation of physical complexes of dioctadecylglycerol/PMEOX via microcondensation of alkyl groups as a consequence of hydrogen bonding interactions among adjacent polymer chains [171]. Later, it was shown that alkyl chain association occurred as a result of hydrophobic interactions rather than hydrogen bonding within the polymer strains and led to formation of physical complexes is more significant mechanism (Figure 1.9) [172,173].

1.3.5. Multilayers of PAOXs

Layer-by-layer (LbL) self-assembly technique is a simple and powerful technique to prepare functional surfaces through deposition of macromolecules on substrates with a wide variety of interactions (i.e hydrogen bonding, electrostatic, hydrophobic, donor/acceptor attractions) [174,175]. LbL self-assembly was first investigated by Iler in 1966 through alternating construction of oppositely charged colloidal particles onto glass [176]. In early 1990’s, Decher et al. applied this technique to oppositely charged polyelectrolytes, resulting in construction of multilayer thin films [177]. Since then, LbL self-assembly technique have attracted great attention to fabricate ultra-thin films for both fundamental and applied studies. In principle, various compounds having controlled architectures and roles such as polymers [178,179], colloidal structures [180–185] (i.e micelles, nanoparticles), dyes [186], proteins [187], enzymes [188,189], DNA [190,191] and viruses [192]…etc. can be integrated into multilayers. Conventional LbL self-assembly is described when those components are incorporated into multilayers basically via alternating adsorption to the solid-liquid interface. On the other hand, for incorporation of singly charged or water insoluble constituents which cannot be assembled into multilayers via conventional strategies, unconventional LbL methods are taken into account. In case of unconventional LbL
strategy, multi-step assembly route has to be followed for deposition onto surface such that first, supramolecular complex can be structured in solution and then this complex is used as a building block for LbL assembly process [193].

LbL technique is applied simply via immersion of substrate into first polymer solution followed by rinsing step to remove loosely bonded polymer chains from the surface. Afterwards, same substrate is immersed into second polymer solution and followed by the rinsing of substrate. This cycle can be repeated up to reaching the desired layer number and thickness of films (Scheme 1.4A). This technique provides many advantages such as easy application, being cost-effective and ease of controlling film thickness. In case of LbL films of polymers, molecular weight, chemical structure, temperature, pH and ionic strength are significant parameters influencing the assembly and deposition progression [174,175,194–196]. LbL self-assembly process is a kinetically controlled adsorption process. In- and out-diffusion of components of LbL films lead to interpenetration of layers and continued up to reaching to thermodynamic equilibrium. When thermodynamic equilibrium has established, in- and out-diffusion of components become slower. As a result, morphology, pH stability and durability of multilayers against high ionic strength could be altered [197–200].

Multilayers are mostly prepared using polyelectrolytes through electrostatic interactions. Besides the electrostatic interactions, secondary interactions such as hydrogen bonding, transition metal coordination complexes and hydrophobic interactions are generally and effectively used (Scheme 1.4B) [181,183,184,197]. Although hydrophobic interactions are not the main driving force for LbL self-assembly, they significantly affect the surface morphology, architecture and stability of the films [201].
Construction of hydrogen-bonded (H-bonded) multilayers are of interest due to pH-response of multilayers at mild pH conditions. Wang [202] and Stockton [203] et al. are known as pioneers of construction of LbL self-assembled multilayers with H-bonding interactions with published studies concurrently in 1997. Polymers with hydrogen-donating and hydrogen-accepting moieties in their structures are considered as building blocks of H-bonded LbL self-assembled multilayers (Figure 1.6). The polymers used in H-bonded films are generally chemically neutral polymers (polyamides, polyesters..etc.) that makes them considerably significant due to being used as nontoxic alternatives of cytotoxic polycations in multilayer construction. For the first time, Granick and Sukhishvili represented the construction of erasable hydrogen-bonded multilayers using water-soluble neutral polymers and polyacids [204,205]. Of note, erasable films are obtained at the pH above the “critical dissolution...
pH”, that is closely depend on the $pK_a$ of the polyacid, due to disruption of binding points within the multilayers [179].

In H-bonded multilayer construction, multilayers are generally prepared at acidic conditions at which polyacids are in protonated state. Hydrogen bonding interactions occur between the protonated acid group and electronegative atoms (i.e., oxygen and nitrogen) of the hydrogen bond accepting polymer. At pH above $pK_a$ of polyelectrolytes, hydrogen bonding attractions collapse due to ionization of polyacids resulting in disintegration of multilayers [179,204,205]. The pH-dependent stability of multilayers constructed could be adjusted via choosing the different hydrogen-donor polyacids with various $pK_a$ values and changing the hydrophobicity and chemical identity of neutral polymer counterpart [193]. Hydrogen-bonded multilayer films have been used for controlled therapeutic, nucleic acid or nanoparticle release applications at mild acidic circumstances upon exposure to internal or external stimuli [206,207]. Formation of coordination bonds between coordination metals and polymers can also drive LbL self-assembly at the surface.

1.3.5.1. H-bonded LbL self-assembly of PAOXs

H-bonded multilayers of PAOX have been constructed via H-bonding interactions between H-acceptor PAOX and any H-donor polymer as shown in Figure 1.10. For the first time, Erel et al. prepared PAOX multilayers and compared the pH-stability of PIPOX and PNIPAM multilayers co-assembled with tannic acid (TA). In addition, they examined the effect of polymer end group on pH-stability of PIPOX multilayers. Their findings showed that the association among PIPOX/TA films was greater than that among PNIPAM/TA film resulting in thinner but more stable films. This study also demonstrated the improvement of pH-stability of H-bonded multilayers simply by functionalization of the PIPOX end-group [208]. Two years later, Antunes et al. published a study on hydrogen-bonded multilayers of PnPOX and TA. They showed that the film growing mechanism differed when multilayers were deposited at two
different temperatures, i.e. below and above the CP of PnPOX (25 °C). They found that PnPOX turned to dehydrated, collapsed state above its cloud point resulting in enhanced hydrophobic-hydrophobic interactions among PnPOX chains. This results in adsorption of higher mass of polymer onto the surface compared to the amount deposited below its cloud point when PnPOX was in coiled state [209]. Soon after, Sundaramurthy et al. investigated the multilayer deposition of PMEOX, PEOX and PnPOX with TA mainly through hydrogen-bonding interactions and examined the effect of hydrophilicity of the side chain onto film growth profile. Linearly grown, smooth thin films were obtained for all three types of PAOXs. Yet, while PMEOX exhibited mostly enthalpy driven LbL growth, PEOX and PnPOX displayed mostly entropy driven LbL growth as a result of release of bound water that enhance the hydrophobic-hydrophobic interactions. The reason for this was explained by the conformational difference. PMEOX adopted to highly expanded and hydrated conformation in aqueous media while PEOX and PnPOX were in more contracted and less hydrated state in water at room temperature due to hydrophilicity difference [210].
Figure 1.10. Schematic representation of H-bonded multilayers of PAOX have been constructed via H-bonding interactions between H-acceptor PAOX and any H-donor polymer

More recently, Hendessi et al. constructed H-bonded LbL films of PEOX stabilized silver nanoparticles (Ag-NPs) and TA at pH 4.5 that revealed sensitivity upon pH variation. Multilayers were reported to release Ag$^+$ ions below critical disintegration pH of the films, while released Ag-NPs at the critical pH through disintegration of the layers [211]. Erel-Goktepe and co-workers recently demonstrated hydrogen-bonded multilayers of PIPOX and water soluble complexes of TA and DOX at pH 6.5. They showed that PIPOX/TA-DOX multilayers released small quantity of DOX under physiological conditions while released greater amount of DOX at acidic environment. This finding can be explained by greater association of TA and DOX at neutral pH due to increment of ionization degree of TA via increasing pH. On the other hand, under acidic conditions, TA became more protonated leading to disruption of electrostatic interactions between DOX and TA, resulting in higher amount of DOX release. The effect of temperature on the amount of DOX release was also studied in the same study. It was reported that the increasing temperature enhanced DOX release.
due to the conformational transition of temperature responsive PIPOX close to its cloud point [178]. In another study, the construction of healable antifouling hydrogen-bonded LbL films of partially hydrolyzed PEOX and poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) was demonstrated by Li et al. PEOX/PAA multilayers were thermally crosslinked to enhance the stability. Such multilayers displayed resistance to adhesion of both *Escherichia coli* (*E.coli*) and *Bacillus subtilis* bacteria. Repeated healing characteristics of multilayers for cuts up to several tens of micrometers were correlated with the dynamic nature of hydrogen-bonding attractions and high mobility of polymers in aqueous media [212]. Hollow capsules produced by Paramasivam et al. through LbL self-assembly of PnPOX and TA through hydrogen bonding interactions provided multilayers which could release therapeutics at physiological temperature. Such capsules were found to form porous structure beyond LCST of PnPOX. Moreover, various probes with different hydrodynamic sizes could be loaded into capsules and the change of incubation time and radius of probe led to efficient manipulation of open and closed state of the capsules [213].

Nowadays, similar to the study conducted by Li et al., He et al. constructed LbL self-assembled films of PEOX and PAA at nano- to micron thicknesses. By heat-triggered crosslinking, stability of pre-constructed multilayers was improved and pH-induced swelling of films in aqueous media at pH 5.0 and above was achieved. Protein repelling characteristics of multilayers against BSA were directly correlated with the thickness of the cross-linked multilayers. Minimum BSA adhesion was recorded for films having ~220 nm thickness. Furthermore, multilayers with 220 nm and thicker prevented fibroblast, *E.coli* and *S. aureus* attachments [214]. Apart from these, Adatoz et al. prepared free-standing hydrogen-bonded and pH-responsive PEOX/TA multilayers through LbL self-assembly which can be reorganized to pH-sensitive fibers at pH 3.0 phosphate buffer solution. Restructuring of PEOX/TA multilayers into fibers at acidic conditions were affirmed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). They were monitored as if combined hollow tubes on solid template which can be formed as a consequence of bending of planar multilayer fragments. This fibrous
structures are significant for biomedical application since they show pH-response and can be disintegrated at pH 8.5 which may be promising for drug release applications [206].
CHAPTER 2

AN EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH TO PH-DEPENDENT SELF-AGGREGATION OF POLY(2-ISOPROPYL-2-OXAZOLINE)*

2.1. Chapter Summary

Besides temperature, self-aggregation of PIPOX can also be triggered via pH in aqueous solution (25 °C, pH>5.0). Lowest energy structures and interaction energies of PIPOX with H$_3$O$^+$, OH$^-$ and H$_2$O were calculated by DFT methods showed that, in addition to their ability to protonate PIPOX, H$_3$O$^+$ ions had strong interaction with both water and PIPOX in acidic conditions. H$_3$O$^+$ ions acted as compatibilizer between PIPOX and water and increased the solubility of PIPOX. OH$^-$ ions were found to have stronger interaction with water compared to PIPOX resulting in desorption of water molecules from PIPOX phase and decreased solubility, leading to enhanced hydrophobic interactions among isopropyl groups of PIPOX and formation of aggregates at high pH. Results concerning the effect of end-groups on aggregate size were in good agreement with statistical mechanics calculations. Aggregate size was found to be affected by polymer concentration and amount of salt in the solution. Moreover, cloud point temperature of PIPOX was found to be pH-dependent.

* The content of this chapter (see reference [155]) was previously published by Wiley Ltd. (Cagli, E.; Yildirim, E.; Yang, S. W.; Erel-Goktepe, I. *Journal of Polymer Science Part B: Polymer Physics*, 57 (4), 210. DOI: 10.1002/polb.24773).
2.2. Introduction

PAOXs are an important class of bioinspired polymers that has attracted increasing attention in the recent years for biomedical applications. The structural similarity to polypeptides has imparted significant biological properties to PAOXs, such as biocompatibility, nontoxicity, anti-fouling [1–3] and stealth behaviour [4,5], providing them potential use in biomedical applications.

Phase behaviour and temperature-responsive properties of PAOXs have been extensively investigated [2,6–17]. Among PAOXs, PIPOX is of specific interest due to the LCST-type phase behaviour in aqueous solution with a critical temperature (35-39°C for PIPOX with varying Mn and concentrations) [2] within the physiological range. Temperature-induced self-assembly and crystallization of PIPOX in aqueous and organic solutions has been reported [9,10,152,160]. Besides, temperature-induced formation of PIPOX mesoglobules above the critical temperature and release of biomolecules from mesoglobule templates has been demonstrated [215].

In contrast to extensive research conducted on temperature-responsive behaviour, the number of studies concerning pH-sensitivity of PAOXs is limited. Wang and Hsiue reported on pH-response of PEOX based hydrogels which showed swelling behaviour below the $pK_a$ of PEOX due to protonation of the amide groups of PEOX leading to strong hydration as well as electrostatic repulsion among the PEOX chains [154]. In another study, Li et al. reported disintegration of micelles with PEOX corona at pH lower than the $pK_a$ of PEOX due to protonation of amide units and electrostatic repulsion among the PEOX chains, loosening the micelle structure [77]. It has been reported that pH-sensitivity could also be introduced to PEOX by chemical modification, e.g. partial hydrolysis of PEOX and formation of ethylene imine units or formation of tertiary amino groups as a result of crosslinking partially hydrolyzed PEOX [216].

Different from these studies, herein, we show that in addition to temperature, pH can also be used as a trigger to induce self-association of PIPOX chains in aqueous
solution at 25 °C which was significantly lower than its LCST. DFT methods were used to calculate the lowest energy structures and interaction energies of pairwise, ternary and quaternary structures of PIPOX with H$_3$O$^+$, OH$^-$ and H$_2$O molecules to understand the mechanism of pH-induced self-assembly. The chemical nature of the end-groups was found to be critical on the self-association of PIPOX, thus the aggregate size. Calculations based on binary binding energies and coordination numbers were utilized to examine the effect of end-groups on self-association of PIPOX and were found to be in agreement with the experimental data.

Polymeric assemblies are formed through either formation of chemical bonds (e.g. microgels, latexes) or physical interactions (e.g some kind of micelles, nanoparticles) [217]. The self-assemblies prepared through physical interactions is based on various mechanisms, e.g. solvent selective copolymer self-assembly [218,219], electrostatic association of polyelectrolytes with opposite charges [220,221], interactions of two or more types of homopolymers via intermolecular H-bonding interactions [205,222], surfactant triggered association of copolymers [223,224] and self-association of homopolymers through chain end functionality [225]. Among them, homopolymer self-assemblies have attracted growing attention due to their relatively easy synthesis compared to the diblock copolymers [226–228]. Among neutral polymers, self-assembly of PEO in aqueous environment has been reported. It was found to form nanoclusters as a result of hydrogen bonding between ether oxygen of PEO and water as well as hydrophobic interactions among –CH$_2$CH$_2$– units [229–232].

As far as we are aware, pH-dependent self-aggregation of PAOXs has not been reported before. In this perspective, this study is the first demonstrating that not only temperature but also pH can be used as a trigger to self-assemble PAOXs in aqueous medium. Moreover, this study scrutinizes the mechanism of pH-induced self-assembly using DFT methods. Results obtained in this study contribute to fundamental understanding of chemical structure-property relationship in PAOXs. Considering the interesting biological properties of PIPOX together with its dual responsive behavior,
this study may form a basis for the development of PAOX based materials for biomedical applications.

2.3. Experimental and Computational Methodology

2.3.1. Materials

All chemicals were used as received unless otherwise specified. Ethanolamine (>99%), cadmium acetate dihydrate (98%), α-bromoisobutyrl bromide (98%), acetonitrile (>99.9%), 2-butanol (>99%), 4-(N-Boc-amino)-piperidine (96%), calcium hydride (96%), NaOH pellet (>98%), HCl (37%), (2-ethyl-2-oxazoline (>99%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Isobutyronitrile (>98%) and sodium dihydrogen phosphate dehydrate (NaH$_2$PO$_4$·2H$_2$O) were purchased from Merck chemicals. Buffering range for monobasic phosphate buffer is 5.8-8.0 which fit our conditions well. The deionized water (DI) was purified by passage through a Milli-Q system (Millipore). SpectroPor7 regenerated cellulose dialysis membrane (molecular weight cutoff: 3.5 kDa) was used for purification of polymers.

2.3.2. Synthesis of 2-isopropyl-2-oxazoline and poly(2-isopropyl-2-oxazoline)s

Synthesis of 2-isopropyl-2-oxazoline

2-isopropyl-2-oxazoline (2-IPOX) was synthesized as described previously [233] with slight modifications. Briefly, ethanolamine (0.052 mol, 3.5 mL) and isobutyronitrile (0.043 mol, 3.9 mL) were added into a schlenk reactor containing cadmium acetate dihydrate (1.08 mmol, 0.29 g) under argon atmosphere. The reaction was stirred under reflux at 130°C for 48 hours. The crude product was distilled at 45°C under reduced pressure and dried over CaH$_2$ prior to use. $^1$H- NMR (CDCl$_3$, 400 MHz): δ (ppm) = 4.21 (t, J= 9.02 Hz, 2 H), 3.82 (t, J= 9.26 Hz, 2 H), 2.57 (m, J= 7.27 Hz, 1 H), 1.2 (d, J= 6.90 Hz, 3 H) (Appendix A: Figure A.1).
Synthesis of $\omega$-2-butoxy-poly(2-isopropyl-2-oxazoline) (PIPOX)

In an argon purged schlenk flask capped with a condenser, acetonitrile (10.0 mL) and 2-IPOX (41.0 mmol, 4.9 mL) were added and magnetically stirred for homogenization. After addition of $\alpha$-bromoisobutyryl bromide (0.4 mmol, 0.01 equivalent), the reaction flask was placed in a preheated oil bath at 80°C. After 24 hours of stirring, reaction mixture was cooled to room temperature and quenched with 2-Butanol (1.2 mmol, 0.03 equivalent). The mixture was then stirred for 2 additional days at 80°C. The dark orange solution turned to a yellow foamy solid upon evaporation of the solvent under reduced pressure. The product was dissolved in DI water and dialyzed against DI water for 2 days. Finally, the aqueous solution was freeze-dried. $^1$H-NMR (400 MHz) $\delta$ 3.50 (br, 4H), 2.9- 2.75 (br, 1H), 2.18 (m, 1H), 1.15 (s, 6H), 1.10 (br, 6H) (Appendix A: Figure A.2). GPC traces of PIPOX: Mn = 6210 g/mol, PDI 1.25 (Appendix B: Figure B.1).

Synthesis of $\omega$-N-boc-aminopiperidine-PIPOX

$\omega$-N-boc-aminopiperidine-PIPOX was synthesized and purified using the same procedure described above except the polymerization was terminated with 4-(N-Boc-amino)-piperidine (1.2 mmol, 0.03 equivalent) instead of 2-Butanol. $^1$H-NMR (400 MHz) $\delta$ 3.45 (br, 4H), 2.83- 2.70 (br, 1H), 2.15 (m, 1H), 1.42 (s, 9H), 1.2 (s, 6H), 1.0 (br, 6H) (Appendix A: Figure A.3). GPC traces of PIPOX: Mn = 7854 g/mol, PDI 1.39 (Appendix B: Figure B.2).

2.3.3. Instrumentation

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) and gel permeation chromatography (GPC) measurements

$^1$H-NMR measurements were obtained using a Brucker spectrospin Avance DPX-400 Ultra shield instrument at 400 MHz. $^1$H-NMR data were reported as chemical shifts ($\delta$, ppm) relative to tetramethylsilane ($\delta$ 0.00) with multiplicity ($s$=singlet, $br$=broad
singlet, d=doublet, t=triplet, m=multiplet), coupling constant (Hz) and integration. Gel permeating chromatography (GPC) measurements were carried out Agilent instrument (Model 1100) consisting of refractive index (RI) detectors and three Macherey-Nagel columns which are packed with a highly cross-linked macroporous, spherical polystyrene-divinyl-benzene polymer matrix (Columns 300 × 7.7 mm, particles 5 µm). 0.01 M LiBr/DMF was used as an eluent at a flow rate of 0.7 mL/min at 50°C. The calibration was performed using poly(methyl methacrylate) standards (Polymer Laboratories).

**Dynamic light scattering measurements**

PIPOX was dissolved in 0.01 M phosphate buffer at pH 2.5 with a concentration of 0.2 mg/mL, 0.6 mg/mL or 1.0 mg/mL. pH of PIPOX solutions was adjusted using 0.1 M NaOH or 0.1 M HCl solutions. Hydrodynamic size measurements were performed using Zetasizer Nano-ZS equipment (Malvern Instruments Ltd., U.K.). Size values were obtained by cumulants analysis of the autocorrelation data. The detection angle was 173° Backscatter.

**SEM imaging**

SEM imaging of PIPOX in 0.001 M phosphate buffer at pH 2.5 and pH 7.5 was performed using high resolution QUANTA 400F Field Emission SEM after Au-Pd coating.

**Fluorescence spectroscopy studies**

PIPOX was dissolved in 7 x 10⁻⁷ M pyrene solution prepared using 0.01 M phosphate buffer at pH 2.5 with a final PIPOX concentration of 0.2 mg/mL, 0.6 mg/mL, and 1.0 mg/mL. pH adjustments were performed using either 0.1 M NaOH or 0.1 M HCl solution. Pyrene was excited at 335 nm and the fluorescence spectra was collected within 350-500 nm using a fluorescence spectrophotometer (Hitachi, F-2500).
Turbidimetric Analysis

A single, collimated beam Agilent Cary 8454 UV-Visible spectrophotometer with Agilent 89090A Peltier Temperature Controller was used for the turbidity measurements. The PIPOX solution in concentration of 10 mg/ mL was placed in a 10 mm path length quartz cuvette with PTFE capping. The temperature was increased between 25 °C and 60 °C by 2.5 °C or 5 °C steps via waiting 30 minutes at each temperature. The cloud point was determined within the range of the abrupt change of the optical density.

2.3.4. Computational Details

This part of the study was conducted by Dr. Erol Yildirim from Institute of High Performance Computing, Agency for Science, Technology and Research (A*STAR), Singapore.

DFT calculations to determine binary and ternary interactions

Density Functional Theory (DFT) is the most widely applied first principle approach to predict the ground-state (GS) properties of organic molecules and oligomers in water [234]. DFT calculations for the model systems constructed by methyl terminated PIPOX repeat unit, water molecules, H$_3$O$^+$ and OH$^-$ ions were carried out at M06-2X/6-311+g(d,p) [235] level by using Gaussian09 software [236] to determine lowest energy structures as well as pairwise, ternary and quarternary interaction energies with each other and with PIPOX.

Calculations by density functional theory methods and statistical mechanics calculations were performed by Dr. Erol Yildirim and Dr. Shuo-Wang Yang.
The interaction energies were validated by comparing calculations with B3LYP exchange–correlation functional [237,238] at DNP basis set implemented in DMOL3 software [239,240] and mPW91PW91 functional at 6-311+g(2d,2p) basis set also implemented in Gaussian09 software. Noncovalent forces, such as hydrogen bonding and van der Waals (vdW) interactions, are crucial for the formation and stability of molecular aggregates. Grimme’s parameters [241] were applied for van der Waals dispersion corrections. All calculations were conducted under implicit water effect by using COSMO and IEFPCM solvent models [242][243].

**Calculation of free energy of solvation**

Free energy of solvation in water was calculated for protonated and neutral PIPOX oligomer with 10 repeat unit and 600 water molecules under periodic boundary conditions based on the coupling parameter method and thermodynamic integration [244–247]. The free energy of solvation was determined in three steps: the protonated or neutral PIPOX oligomer in the vacuum is discharged as a first step, and the free energy change associated with this discharge was calculated, called ideal contribution to the free energy of solvation. Then the neutralized PIPOX was brought into contact with the water molecules. The free energy change for this discharged interaction was calculated which is called van der Waals contribution to free energy of solvation. Finally, the solvated, but discharged, protonated and neutral PIPOX molecule is charged again in water environment to calculate the electrostatic contribution to free energy of solvation. Total free energy of solvation was calculated as the sum of the free energy contributions from ideal, vdW and electrostatic solvation free energies [247]. COMPASS (Condensed-Phase Optimized Molecular Potentials for Atomistic Simulation Studies) force field and its water model for the free energy calculations that have been validated extensively for solubility and phase properties of polymers in water [248,249].
Calculation of end group interactions

The compatibility of PIPOX terminated with 2-butanol and N-boc-amino-piperidine end group were studied based on off-lattice calculations of binary interaction energies based on statistical mechanics method [250,251]. The miscibility behavior of the interacting end groups with PIPOX can then be predicted based on modified Flory-Huggins Theory. For this aim, interacting PIPOX end blocks, i and j were represented by the interaction parameter, $\chi$ which was calculated by the combination of Flory-Huggins model and force field based molecular mechanics techniques. Monte Carlo type minimizations of a high number of cluster interactions were performed to obtain the number of neighboring components, known as coordination numbers, $Z_{ij}$ and the binding energies, $\langle E_{ij} \rangle$ for each pairs of PIPOX and terminal groups. Head and tail atoms of PIPOX backbone were chosen to be not in interaction to represent the real polymer behaviour. Coordination numbers were calculated by generating $10^6$ clusters. The average binding energy was calculated by generating $10^8$ configurations of blocks at room temperature by using the average of the weighted distribution function, $P_{ij}(E)$ (Eq. 1).

$$\langle E_{ij} \rangle_T = \frac{\int dE E P_{ij}(E)e^{-E/RT}}{\int dE E P_{ij}(E)e^{-E/RT}}$$  

Eq. 1

$E_{mix}$ is defined as the difference in free energy due to interaction between the mixed PIPOX and terminal groups with their pristine state Eq. (2).

$$E_{mix} = \frac{1}{2} \left( Z_{ij} \langle E_{ij} \rangle_T + Z_{ji} \langle E_{ji} \rangle_T - Z_{ii} \langle E_{ii} \rangle_T - Z_{jj} \langle E_{jj} \rangle_T \right)$$  

Eq. 2

Finally, $\chi$ parameter for PIPOX and terminal groups were calculated from the temperature dependent mixing free energy, $E_{mix}$ at 298 K as given in Eq. (3).

$$\chi = \frac{E_{mix}}{RT}$$  

Eq. 3
Free energies ($\Delta G$) for PIPOX backbone and terminal group interactions are calculated by using Flory-Huggins equation (Eqn. 4) where $\Phi$ represent the volume fractions and $n$ represents the degree of polymerization of components. The calculations for free energies are performed for 100 times higher degree of polymerization for PIPOX backbones compared to terminal groups.

$$\frac{\Delta G}{RT} = \frac{\Phi_i}{n_i} \ln \Phi_i + \frac{\Phi_j}{n_j} \ln \Phi_j + \chi \Phi_i \Phi_j$$  \hspace{1cm} Eqn. 4

2.4. Results and Discussion

2.4.1. pH-dependent aqueous solution behavior of PIPOX

pH-dependent aqueous solution behavior of PIPOX was examined by monitoring the hydrodynamic diameter as a function of pH using dynamic light scattering (DLS) technique. Scheme 2.1 shows the chemical structure of PIPOX. 0.2 mg/mL PIPOX solution (prepared using 0.01 M phosphate buffer) was titrated with 0.2 M NaOH solution and the number average hydrodynamic diameter of PIPOX was followed as a function of solution pH (Figure 2.1a). The size values were obtained after 10 minutes of waiting at each pH value. At strongly acidic conditions (between pH 2.5 - pH 4.5), hydrodynamic size of PIPOX was recorded as ~ 4 nm. At pH 5.0, a sharp increase in size was detected and further increasing pH resulted in a slight decrease in hydrodynamic size. PIPOX aggregates with 300-370 nm of average size were detected between neutral and basic conditions. Figure 2.1b contrasts the size distributions of PIPOX by number at pH 4.5 and pH 7.5 and clearly demonstrates the shift of the size distribution curve to higher values with increasing pH. Of note, we also followed size distributions of PIPOX by intensity at pH 4.5 and pH 7.5 (Figure 2.2). Two peaks were observed at pH 4.5 corresponding to size values below 10 nm and above 100 nm, respectively. The peak corresponding to size values below 10 nm disappeared at pH 7.5. The intensity (%) of the peak corresponding to larger sizes increased and the distribution curve shifted to higher values at pH 7.5.
Scheme 2.1 Chemical structure of PIPOX.
Figure 2.1. A) Evolution of hydrodynamic diameter of PIPOX as a function of pH. (B) The size distribution by number of PIPOX at pH 4.5 and pH 7.5. Right direction arrow denotes the shift in size distribution to higher values. Size distribution curves obtained from several individual measurements of the same sample are represented with different colors. (C) SEM images and the size distribution of PIPOX aggregates at pH 7.5 and 25 °C. The size distribution curve is prepared out of 40 different measurements.

Self-assembly of PIPOX via pH-trigger was also confirmed via SEM imaging. Figure 2.1c shows SEM image of PIPOX aggregates at pH 7.5 and 25 °C and the corresponding size distribution curves obtained out of 40 different size measurements.
The lower particle size values obtained by SEM imaging than that by DLS technique can be correlated with the fact that DLS measured the hydrodynamic diameter, the diameter of the particles together with the water layer attached to them, whereas SEM provided information about the projected area diameter of PIPOX aggregates.

![Size Distribution by Intensity](image1.png)

**Figure 2.2.** Intensity average size distributions of PIPOX at pH 4.5 and pH 7.5.

Importantly, we observed that pH-induced self-aggregation of PIPOX was reversible with some hysteresis. The hysteresis was possibly due to intra- and inter-molecular hydrophobic association between the PIPOX chains, suppressing the protonation of the amide nitrogens and partial removal of PIPOX chains from the aggregates (Figure 2.3). Of note, we have also conducted similar experiments with PEOX. Similar to PIPOX, PEOX also formed aggregates with ~250 nm in size above pH 5.0 (Figure 2.4).
Figure 2.3. Hydrodynamic size distributions of PIPOX in 0.2 mg/mL solution at 25 °C via increasing and then decreasing pH. Size distribution curves obtained from several individual measurements of the same sample are represented with different colors.
Figure 2.4. The change in number average hydrodynamic diameter of poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) (PEOX) with increasing pH.

Fluorescence Studies

pH-induced self-association of PIPOX was also confirmed using fluorescence spectroscopy technique. Pyrene was used as a probe to examine the pH-induced change in the polarity of the environment in PIPOX solutions. First, PIPOX was dissolved in $7 \times 10^{-7}$ M pyrene solution (prepared in 0.01 M phosphate buffer) at pH 2.5 and 25 °C with a final PIPOX concentration of 0.2 mg/mL. The solution was split into 2 portions. The pH of one of the two solutions was gradually increased to pH 7.5 at 25 °C. Besides, as a control experiment, two different pyrene solutions ($7 \times 10^{-7}$ M, prepared in 0.01 M phosphate buffer) at pH 2.5 and pH 7.5 which did not contain PIPOX were also stirred at dark for 24 hours at 25 °C. Figure 2.5 represents the normalized emission spectra of pyrene and pyrene in the presence of PIPOX at pH 2.5 and pH 7.5 at 25 °C. The difference in the emission spectra of pyrene in the presence of PIPOX at pH 2.5 and pH 7.5 was remarkable. Of note, this difference was significantly higher than that
between the emission spectra of pyrene (no PIPOX) at pH 2.5 and pH 7.5 at 25 °C. The relatively large fluorescence quenching at pH 7.5 in the presence of PIPOX is a result of preferential solubilization of pyrene within the hydrophobic domains and thus isolation of the hydrophobic pyrene molecules from the aqueous phase by the PIPOX aggregates. In addition, the shape of the spectrum changed at pH 7.5 in the presence of PIPOX which is indicative of a change in the polarity of the environment. The intensity of the peak centered at 375 nm (the first vibrational band) decreased distinctly because the energy was quenched by the enhanced association of the pyrene molecules with the PIPOX chains within the aggregates. Note that, the intensity of the first vibrational band of pyrene ($I_1$) is affected by the polarity of the environment and decreases as the polarity of the medium decreases whereas the third vibrational band ($I_3$) remains almost unchanged [252,253]. $I_1/I_3$ ratio for pyrene in the presence of PIPOX with a final concentration of 0.2 mg/mL at pH 7.5 was lower than that at pH 2.5, indicating solubilization of pyrene within PIPOX aggregates. The pH-dependent change of this ratio in the absence of PIPOX was not remarkable (Figure 2.5, inset).
Figure 2.5. Emission spectra of pyrene in the absence of PIPOX and in the presence of PIPOX at pH 2.5 and pH 7.5. Inset shows the pH-dependent change in $I_1/I_3$ ratio in the absence and presence of PIPOX with a final concentration of 0.2 mg/mL. $I_1$ and $I_3$ are fluorescence intensities at 372 nm and 383 nm, respectively.

2.4.2. pH-dependent aqueous solution behavior of PIPOX

$pK_a$ of PIPOX was approximated as ~ 5.2 via potentiometric titration (Figure 2.6). The zeta-potential values gradually became less positive as the pH of PIPOX solution was increased from pH 2.5 to pH 4.5 (Figure 2.7). The negative zeta potential between pH 5.5 and pH 11.0 was possibly due to salt anions adsorbed on the PIPOX aggregates. In the light of these findings, the hydrodynamic size of ~ 4 nm between pH 2.5-4.5 suggested that PIPOX existed as isolated chains or clusters of only few chains in strongly acidic conditions due to protonation of amide units and electrostatic repulsion among PIPOX chains. However, as the pH was increased above the $pK_a$ of PIPOX, electrostatic repulsion among the chains diminished due to unprotonation of the amide units, leading to self-association of PIPOX and formation of the aggregates. To further
understand the pH-induced aggregation of PIPOX, lowest energy optimized structures and interaction energies for PIPOX-H$_3$O$^+$, PIPOX-H$_2$O$^+$-H$_2$O, PIPOX-H$_2$O-H$_3$O$^+$, PIPOX-OH, PIPOX-OH-H$_2$O and PIPOX-H$_2$O-OH were calculated by DFT methods (Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.6. Potentiometric titration curve and its first derivative for PIPOX.
Figure 2.7. Evolution of zeta potential with increasing pH of the PIPOX solution.
Figure 2.8. Lowest energy structures of A) PIPOX-H$_3$O$^+$, B) PIPOX-OH$^-$, C) PIPOX-H$_3$O$^+$-H$_2$O and PIPOX-H$_2$O-H$_3$O$^+$, D) PIPOX-OH$^-$-H$_2$O and PIPOX-H$_2$O-OH$^-$. Oxygen: red, carbon: grey, hydrogen: white, nitrogen: blue in color. PIPOX backbone atoms are shown by yellow in color.
2.4.2.1. Affinity of H$_3$O$^+$ and OH$^-$ to PIPOX and H$_2$O

Lowest Energy Structures and Interaction Energies

Lowest energy structures determined by geometry optimizations of pairwise and ternary interactions for PIPOX repeat unit with H$_3$O$^+$ and OH$^-$ based on by M06-2X/6-311+g(d,p) calculations were given in Figure 2.8. Interaction energies for these structures calculated by different DFT methods were given in Table 2.1. Protonation of amide group oxygen was observed in PIPOX for all the final structures of PIPOX-H$_2$O, PIPOX-H$_3$O$^+$-H$_2$O and PIPOX-H$_2$O-H$_3$O$^+$ structures at low pH (Figure 2.8a, 2.8c). This result indicated that low pH solutions increased the solubility of PIPOX by protonation of the amide groups that enhance the polarity and hydrophilicity of the chains.

Table 2.1. Interaction energies (eV) for pairwise and ternary interactions of PIPOX with H$_2$O, H$_3$O$^+$ and OH$^-$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interaction</th>
<th>M06-2X 6-311+(d,p)</th>
<th>B3LYP DNP</th>
<th>mPW1PW91 6-311+g (2d,2p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIPOX-H$_2$O</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIPOX-H$_3$O$^+$</td>
<td>-4.81*, -0.53**</td>
<td>-4.14*, -0.52**</td>
<td>-4.73*, -0.43**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIPOX-H$_3$O$^+$-H$_2$O</td>
<td>-4.23*, -0.70**</td>
<td>-3.86*, -0.69**</td>
<td>-4.02*, -0.60**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIPOX-H$_2$O-H$_3$O$^+$</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIPOX-OH$^-$</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) PIPOX interaction with the rest of the system at low pH, for PIPOX---H$_3$O$^+$ and PIPOX---H$_3$O$^+$-H$_2$O. (**) PIPOXH$^+$ interaction with the rest of the system at low pH, for PIPOXH$^+$---H$_2$O, and PIPOXH$^+$---H$_2$O-H$_2$O.
It should be noted that the interaction energies given in Table 2.1 are calculated for both the protonated PIPOX repeat unit and water interaction, denoted by PIPOXH⁺-H₂O and also for neutral PIPOX and hydronium interactions, denoted by PIPOX-H₃O⁺. Different initial structures did not change the interaction energies significantly. Interaction energy between PIPOX and H₃O⁺ components was over -4 eV at equilibrium which was another strong evidence for bond formation by proton transfer to PIPOX at low pH. Interaction energy between PIPOX⁺ and H₂O is -0.53 eV with M06-2X functional. Interaction energies for PIPOX-H₂O are higher than (M06-2X and mPW1PW91 methods) or comparable (B3LYP method) with PIPOX-OH⁻ where both interactions are significantly lower than PIPOX-H₃O⁺ and PIPOXH⁺-H₂O interactions. mPW1PW91 method was determined to lower estimate PIPOX-OH⁻ interactions.

While PIPOX-H₂O-OH⁻ keeps its initial structure intact, another proton transfer was observed for PIPOX-OH⁻-H₂O where the structure transformed into PIPOX-H₂O-OH⁻. That means hydroxide anions are excluded from PIPOX chains through proton transfer and PIPOX chains preferred to be in contact with water molecules instead of hydroxide anions (Figure 2.9d). Optimized structures for PIPOX-H₂O-OH⁻ and PIPOX-H₂O-H₃O⁺ given in Figure 2.8 also demonstrated that, while PIPOX-H₂O-OH⁻ is stable, PIPOX-H₂O-H₃O⁺ prefer to be in PIPOXH⁺-H₂O-H₂O structure through proton transfer to PIPOX chains. At low pH values, hydronium ions tended to donate its proton to PIPOX which increased polarity and interaction with water and hence the solubility of aggregates. Protonation of PIPOX at low pH and affinity of PIPOX to avoid from direct interaction with hydroxyl anions at high pH are important evidences to explain observed aggregation behavior of chains at various pH.

In all binary and different configurations of ternary interactions PIPOX---H₃O⁺ and PIPOXH⁺---H₂O interactions are stronger than PIPOX---OH⁻ interaction. We also calculated H₃O⁺---H₂O, OH⁻---H₂O, H₂O---H₂O interactions as -1.63 eV, -0.94 eV, -0.21 eV, respectively. The order of interaction energies was PIPOX---H₃O⁺ > H₂O⁺---H₂O > OH⁻---H₂O > PIPOX---OH⁻ which can explain all the observed structures and
experimental results. While $\text{H}_3\text{O}^+$ ions had strong affinity to PIPOX compared to their affinity for water molecules, $\text{OH}^-$ ions had affinity to interact with water molecules compared to their affinity towards PIPOX. Since $\text{H}_3\text{O}^+$ ions had strong interaction with both water and PIPOX in addition to their ability to protonate chains, these ions acted as compatibilizer between PIPOX and water and improve chain solubility and decrease aggregate size by increasing hydrophilicity at low pH. However, $\text{OH}^-$ ions having stronger interaction with water and having weak interaction with PIPOX among all constituents indicate that these ions not only excluded from polymer phase but also could desorb water molecules around PIPOX. Hydrophobic interactions between isopropyl groups became more dominant with the decreasing solubility and water desorption leads to formations of larger PIPOX aggregates at high pH.

These results were confirmed by quaternary interactions of PIPOX with water, $\text{H}_3\text{O}^+$, $\text{OH}^-$ given in Figure 2.9. DFT calculations showed that PIPOX-$\text{H}_2\text{O}$-$\text{H}_2\text{O}$-$\text{H}_3\text{O}^+$ is converted to PIPOX$\text{H}^+$$\text{H}_2\text{O}$-$\text{H}_2\text{O}$-$\text{H}_2\text{O}$ in the optimized structure after step by step proton transfer towards PIPOX. However, PIPOX-$\text{OH}^-$$\text{H}_2\text{O}$-$\text{H}_2\text{O}$ is in PIPOX-$\text{H}_2\text{O}$-$\text{OH}^-$$\text{H}_2\text{O}$ form in final structure due to the affinity of $\text{OH}^-$ ions for water molecules compared to $\text{OH}^-$ affinity to PIPOX. PIPOX interactions with the rest of the system for PIPOX----$\text{H}_3\text{O}^+$$\text{H}_2\text{O}$-$\text{H}_2\text{O}$, PIPOX$\text{H}^+$$\text{H}_2\text{O}$-$\text{H}_2\text{O}$-$\text{H}_2\text{O}$ at low pH and PIPOX----$\text{H}_2\text{O}$-$\text{OH}^-$$\text{H}_2\text{O}$ at high pH were calculated as -4.1 eV, -0.78 eV and -0.22 eV, respectively that are in agreement with the results given in Table 2.1.
Free Energy of Solvation Calculations

Total free energy of solvation and its contributions from ideal, vdW and electrostatic components were calculated for a neutral PIPOX decamer and a PIPOX decamer protonated at one amide group at low pH, denoted as PIPOXH⁺ given in Table 2.2. The cell constructed for free energy of solvation calculations of PIPOXH⁺ model in water is given in Figure 2.10. All three step of thermodynamic cycle to calculate solvation free energy that are removal of charges from oligomer (ideal), coupling of PIPOX to the solvent using solely vdW interactions (vdW), and finally switching back the charges onto PIPOX in the water environment (electrostatic), demonstrated that protonation increases the solvation free energy of PIPOX chain by water molecules significantly. vdW contribution to solvation energy did not change significantly and ideal contribution to solvation free energy decreases. The main reason for this solubility enhancement is the increase in electrostatic contribution to solvation energy.
by hydronium cations in acidic environment. We can conclude that electrostatic interactions such as ionic interactions and hydrogen bonds increased significantly by protonation of chains at low pH which led to the reduced aggregation of PIPOX chains.

Table 2.2. Ideal, vdW, electrostatic and total free energy of solvation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ideal free energy (kcal/mol)</th>
<th>vdW free energy (kcal/mol)</th>
<th>Electrostatic free energy (kcal/mol)</th>
<th>Total solvation free energy (kcal/mol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIPOX</td>
<td>-117.18</td>
<td>18.26</td>
<td>91.84</td>
<td>-7.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIPOXH⁺</td>
<td>-96.72</td>
<td>17.59</td>
<td>64.28</td>
<td>-14.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.10. Structure of PIPOXH⁺ decamer with one protonated monomer and 600 water molecules under periodic boundary conditions, constructed for the free energy solvation calculations.
2.4.3. pH-dependent aqueous solution behavior of PIPOX

To explore the effect of end-groups on the self-association of PIPOX, 2-butoxy was replaced with a more hydrophobic end-group, i.e. N-boc-amino-piperidinyl and the hydrodynamic sizes of both polymers were measured at pH 5.5. Of note, both PIPOX-2-butoxy and PIPOX-N-boc-amino-piperidinyl had similar hydrodynamic sizes at acidic conditions. However, higher size values were recorded for PIPOX with N-boc-amino-piperidinyl than that for PIPOX with 2-butoxy under the same pH conditions, indicating the effect of end-groups on self-aggregation of PIPOX (Figure 2.11). Although the aggregate sizes were different for PIPOX and PIPOX-N-Boc-amino-piperidine, the pH at which the aggregates were formed was found to be similar for both polymers. Figure 2.12 contrasts the evolution of hydrodynamic diameter of PIPOX and PIPOX-N-Boc-amino-piperidine as the pH was gradually increased from acidic to neutral conditions. The effect of chain end units on the self-assembly of hydrophilic polymers has been reported before. A study by Hammouda and co-workers demonstrated that PEO with -OCH₃ groups at both terminals formed strong clusters, whereas PEO with –OH groups at both ends formed the weakest clusters in aqueous environment [230]. Homopolymers synthesized via reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) or atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) and have hydrophobic terminal groups at both ends have been reported to form well-defined nanostructures [225]. Self-assembly of PEOX and PIPOX with hydrophobic end-groups have also been reported by Winnik and co-workers [254].
Figure 2.11. The number average hydrodynamic size distributions of PIPOX terminated with 2-butanol (A) and N-boc-amino-piperidine (B) at pH 5.5. Size distribution curves obtained from several individual measurements of the same sample are represented with different colors.
Figure 2.12. Evolution of hydrodynamic diameter of PIPOX and PIPOX-N-Boc-amino-piperidine with increasing pH in 0.2 mg/mL solution.

**Statistical mechanics calculations for end group effect on self-association of PIPOX**

Off-lattice statistical mechanics calculations based on binary binding energies and coordination numbers given in Eqn 1-4 were performed to explain the effect of terminal groups on PIPOX aggregate sizes. Of note, molecular dynamics simulations in periodic cells are not sensitive enough to calculate effect of terminal groups due to their small size in long chains and limited number of cells that can be analyzed. Coordination numbers (Z) and binding energies (E) between are used to calculate FH interaction parameters ($\chi$) and mixing energies ($E_{\text{mix}}$) given in Table 2.3, for two components which are PIPOX trimer and PIPOX dimer with different terminal groups (Figure 2.13). We demonstrated that pairwise binding energy $E_{ij}$ and $E_{ji}$ are significantly lower for 2-butoxy terminal groups. These binding energies are corresponding to terminal group self-interaction and terminal group-PIPOX backbone
interaction. N-boc-amino-piperidine which involve –NH groups having ability to form self-hydrogen bond as well as hydrogen bond with PIPOX, can lead to larger aggregates compared to 2-butoxy terminal groups that lack the ability to form self-hydrogen bond or hydrogen bond with PIPOX backbone.

χ interaction parameters and mixing energies ($E_{\text{mix}}$) calculated based on these binding energies showed that PIPOX backbones have 5-6 times higher mixing energies with N-boc-amino-piperidine terminal groups that explain the observed difference in the aggregate sizes. Free energy ($\Delta G$) of interactions between backbones and terminal groups calculated by the addition of entropic contribution (Figure 2.14) was also found as 3-4 times higher for N-boc-amino-piperidine terminal groups.

Table 2.3. FH interaction parameters ($\chi$) and mixing energies ($E_{\text{mix}}$, kcal/mol) calculated based on binding energies ($E_{i-i}, E_{i-j}, E_{j-j}$) and coordination numbers ($Z_{i-i}, Z_{i-j}, Z_{j-i}, Z_{j-j}$) where $i$ is PIPOX and $j$ is terminal group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$i$</th>
<th>$j$</th>
<th>$\chi$</th>
<th>$E_{\text{mix}}$</th>
<th>$E_{i-i}$</th>
<th>$E_{i-j}$</th>
<th>$E_{j-j}$</th>
<th>$Z_{i-i}$</th>
<th>$Z_{i-j}$</th>
<th>$Z_{j-i}$</th>
<th>$Z_{j-j}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIPOX</td>
<td>2-butanol</td>
<td>-3.6</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
<td>-7.8</td>
<td>-6.3</td>
<td>-4.1</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIPOX</td>
<td>N-boc-amino-</td>
<td>-20.5</td>
<td>-12.1</td>
<td>-7.8</td>
<td>-10.0</td>
<td>-8.1</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>piperidine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.13. Structures of PIPOX dimers terminated with 2-butanol (A) and N-boc-amino-piperidine (B). Backbone is shown by yellow color.
2.4.4. Effect of concentration on the size of PIPOX aggregates

Hydrodynamic diameter of PIPOX in 0.2 mg/mL, 0.6 mg/mL or 1 mg/mL solution was monitored at pH 2.5 and pH 7.5. The number average hydrodynamic diameter distributions of PIPOX under each condition are presented in Figure 2.15. We observed a pH-dependent concentration effect on the aggregate size. The size of PIPOX aggregates was not affected by increasing concentration at pH 2.5 when the electrostatic repulsion was strong enough to inhibit the aggregation. In contrast, the size distribution curve shifted to higher values at pH 7.5 when the concentration was increased, indicating formation of larger aggregates. The formation of PIPOX aggregates was expected to start by the formation of many nuclei which were self-associating PIPOX chains. The aggregates then grew by the continuous addition of PIPOX chains onto the nuclei. At high concentrations of PIPOX, greater number of PIPOX chains could have been added onto each nucleus within the same time period.

Figure 2.14. Free energy of interaction between PIPOX trimer and PIPOX dimer terminated with 2-butanol and N-boc-amino-piperidine end groups for different mole fractions.
resulting in formation of larger aggregates. We also confirmed the increase in size of the aggregates with increasing PIPOX concentration via SEM imaging. Figure 2.16 contrasts SEM images of PIPOX at pH 2.5 and pH 7.5 at 0.2 mg/mL, 0.6 mg/mL, and 1 mg/mL concentrations. The effect of concentration on the aggregate size has been reported for polymers [225,255,256] and biological molecules such as proteins and oligopeptides [257,258]. The concentration was found to be more critical on the aggregate size above the critical association (aggregation) concentration.

Figure 2.15. Number average hydrodynamic size distributions of PIPOX at pH 2.5 and pH 7.5 in 0.2 mg/mL, 0.6 mg/mL and 1 mg/mL solutions. Size distribution curves obtained from several individual measurements of the same sample are represented with different colors.
Figure 2.16. SEM images of PIPOX at pH 2.5 and pH 7.5 at 0.2 mg/mL, 0.6 mg/mL and 1.0 mg/mL concentration.

Finally, we examined pH-dependent encapsulation of pyrene in the presence of PIPOX with a final concentration of 0.2 mg/mL, 0.6 mg/mL or 1 mg/mL. As seen in Figure 2.17a, increasing PIPOX concentration in pyrene solution resulted in relatively large quenching at both pH 2.5 and pH 7.5. $I_1/I_3$ ratios of pyrene were found to be lower at pH 7.5 than that at pH 2.5 and were similar in magnitude at all PIPOX concentrations (Figure 2.17b). As also mentioned in Section 2.3.1, such a remarkable pH-dependent change in $I_1/I_3$ ratio was not observed for the control samples (pyrene in the absence of PIPOX).
Figure 2.17. A) Emission spectra of pyrene in the absence of PIPOX and in the presence of PIPOX with a final concentration of 0.2 mg/mL, 0.6 mg/mL or 1 mg/mL. (B) pH-dependent change in $I_1/I_3$ ratio of pyrene in the absence and presence of PIPOX with a final concentration of 0.2 mg/mL, 0.6 mg/mL and 1 mg/mL. $I_1$ and $I_3$ are fluorescence intensities at 372 nm and 383 nm, respectively.
2.4.5. Effect of salt concentration on the aqueous solution behaviour of PIPOX

The hydrodynamic size of PIPOX was followed as a function of pH in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (Figure 2.18) and the data is contrasted with the hydrodynamic size values obtained in 0.01 M phosphate buffer, reported in Section 2.4.1 (Figure 2.1). In contrast to results obtained in 0.01 M phosphate buffer, aggregates with size varying between 300-450 nm were obtained between pH 2.5-4.5 in 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution. Further decreasing the acidity resulted in a significant decrease in size exactly at the same pH where a jump in hydrodynamic size was observed for PIPOX in 0.01 M phosphate buffer solution. The size reached almost a constant value between pH 6.5 – 8.5 in both solutions.

![Figure 2.18. Hydrodynamic size of PIPOX in 0.01 M (□) or 0.1 M (○) phosphate buffer with increasing pH.](image-url)
The effect of salt concentration on the phase separation of non-ionic homopolymers has been investigated before. However, the mechanism is still under debate. Three main mechanisms have been proposed for the change in the conformation and LCST of PNIPAM at high salt concentration; i) nonpolar group stabilization [259–261], ii) alteration in the structure of water [259,262] and iii) amide-salt interactions [263]. It has been suggested that the cations of the salts take the major role in the first two mechanisms while anions are believed to have greater role than the cations in the third mechanism [259].

In the light of these findings, we attribute the formation of aggregates in 0.1 M phosphate buffer at acidic conditions to greater amide-salt interactions at high salt concentrations when the amide nitrogens were protonated. The salt anions acted as bridges between the positively charged amide units, inducing the aggregation of PIPOX chains. In addition, salt anions were expected to screen the positive charge arising from the amide units, thus decrease the electrostatic repulsion and enhance the hydrophobic-hydrophobic interactions among PIPOX chains. As the pH was increased above the pKₐ of PIPOX, salt-induced aggregates did not exist in solution any longer due to unprotonation of the amide nitrogens. Importantly, the size of PIPOX aggregates above pH 5 in 0.1 M phosphate buffer was significantly lower than that obtained in 0.01 M phosphate buffer solution. This difference can be explained by the salting out effect of hydrogen phosphate ions. Hydrogen phosphate ions tend to have stronger attraction with water molecules compared to interactions among water molecules. Thus, increasing concentration of the phosphate buffer was expected to destroy the hydrogen bonding among water molecules as well as the hydrogen-bonding network constructed by water molecules and PIPOX. This led to formation of smaller PIPOX aggregates in 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution above pH 5 than that formed in 0.01 M phosphate buffer solution. Remember that hydrogen bonding interactions among the PIPOX chains mediated by water molecules was suggested as one of the driving forces for the formation of PIPOX aggregates.
2.4.6. Effect of pH on the cloud point temperature of PIPOX

LCST-type phase behaviour of PIPOX has earlier been reported [2,5,7–9]. In this part of the study, we examined the effect of pH on the cloud point temperature of PIPOX. PIPOX solutions at pH 2.5 and pH 7.5 were examined separately. Cloud point temperatures of these solutions were determined via turbidimetric analysis. The change in absorbance of 10 mg/mL PIPOX solution at 450 nm was followed as a function of temperature using UV-Visible Spectroscopy (Figure 2.19). Turbidity of the solution increases above the critical temperature due to a transition in conformation from extended to globular coil and enhanced hydrophobic interactions among the PIPOX aggregates. At pH 2.5, the remarkable increase in absorbance was detected at 42.5°C when the solution was heated by 2.5 °C steps from 25 °C to at 60 °C. The critical temperature was detected within 42-47°C range during the cooling cycle. At pH 7.5, CP was detected at 37 °C for heating and within 40-60 °C during cooling cycles, respectively. The higher cloud point temperature at pH 2.5 than that at pH 7.5 was because of the protonation of amide units and greater hydrophilicity of PIPOX chains. The effect of pH on the LCST of polyelectrolytes has been examined earlier and an increase in LCST was observed with increasing charge density on the polyelectrolyte [264–268].
Figure 2.19. The change in absorbance at 450 nm as a function of temperature for (A) 10 mg/mL PIPOX solution at pH 2.5 and (B) 10 mg/mL PIPOX solution whose pH was increased from 2.5 to 7.5.
2.5. Conclusion

PIPOX aggregates were formed via pH trigger above pH 5.0 at 25 °C. Lowest energy structures and interaction energies of PIPOX - H_3O^+, H_2O^+ - H_2O, OH^- - H_2O, PIPOX - OH^- calculated by DFT methods showed that, in addition to their ability to protonate PIPOX that increase free energy of solvation in water, H_3O^+ ions had strong interaction with both water and PIPOX at acidic conditions. Therefore, H_3O^+ ions acted as compatibilizer between PIPOX and water and increased the solubility of PIPOX at low pH. However, OH^- ions were found to have stronger interaction with water compared to PIPOX resulting in desorption of water molecules around PIPOX and a decrease in solubility. This has led to more dominant hydrophobic interactions among isopropyl groups of PIPOX and formation of PIPOX aggregates at high pH. The chemical nature of the end-groups was found to affect the self-association of PIPOX, thus the aggregate size. Experimental results were in good agreement with statistical mechanics calculations based on binary binding energies and coordination numbers. Moreover, we found that increasing salt concentration of PIPOX solution led to formation of larger aggregates at acidic conditions but smaller aggregates at higher pH values when compared to the size of PIPOX aggregates in solutions with low salt concentration. The large aggregates at high salt concentrations under acidic conditions were formed via salt-trigger where the salt anions acted as bridges between the positively charged amide units, inducing the aggregation of PIPOX chains. In contrast, above pH 5.0, where PIPOX got unprotonated and formation of aggregates was induced via pH-trigger, increasing salt concentration destroyed the hydrogen bonding among water molecules as well as the hydrogen bonding network constructed by water molecules and PIPOX, resulting in formation of smaller aggregates. We have also found that cloud point temperature of PIPOX solutions was affected by the formation of PIPOX aggregates in solution. The cloud point temperature for PIPOX at acidic pH was slightly lower than that observed for PIPOX solution at pH 7.5 due to greater hydrophilicity of the PIPOX chains at acidic pH. This study presents a new triggering mechanism to prepare PIPOX aggregates and examines pH-dependent
aqueous solution behaviour of PIPOX through both experimental and computational approaches.
CHAPTER 3

EFFECT OF END-GROUP ON DRUG LOADING/RELEASE PROPERTIES OF PIPOX SELF-AGGREGATES

3.1. Chapter Summary

Homopolymer self-aggregates has driven great attention due to easier synthetic procedures, higher capacity for therapeutic storage and controlled release of cargo at desired conditions. In this part of the thesis, loading and release of a model antibiotic, Chloramphenicol (CAP) into/from PAOX aggregates have been examined at neutral and acidic pH at a physiologically related temperature. PAOX end-group was found to be critical on loading and release properties of CAP from PAOX aggregates. CAP conjugated PAOX chains were found to form larger aggregates and had higher loading capacity than that of 2-Butoxy terminated PIPOX (PIPOX-OR). Moreover, PIPOX-CAP and PIPOX-OR showed remarkably different CAP release profiles especially at moderately acidic pH and 37 °C. CAP loading/release properties of aggregates were correlated with pH and temperature responsive behaviour of PAOX.

3.2. Introduction

Polymer self-assemblies provide significant advantages over other carriers for biomedical applications such as higher storage capacity and stability, controlled release of encapsulated drug, prolonged blood circulation time and enhanced ocular availability [269,270]. Polymer self-assemblies can be formed through either covalent bond formation, e.g. microgels, latexes) or self-association of polymer chains via physical interactions [271]. Polymer self-assemblies formed through physical interactions can be further classified based on the mechanism of formation, e.g. solvent selective self-association of copolymers [182,272–275] self-association of
zwitterionic polymers via electrostatic interactions [181,276–278], association of different homopolymers via H-bonding [205,222,279], surfactant induced copolymer assembly [280,281], self-association of neutral homopolymers via end-groups (including polymer-drug conjugates) [75–77,79,91]. Homopolymer self-aggregation has driven attention of the researchers due to relatively easy synthetic procedures compared to diblock counterparts [227,228]. Specifically, self-assembly of PEO- a neutral polymer commonly used in biomedical applications- in aqueous solution has earlier been reported. It was shown that hydrogen bonding interactions between the ether oxygen of PEO and water together with hydrophobic interactions among ethylene units induced formation of PEO nanoclusters [230,231,282].

PAOXs which are also defined as “pseudo-peptides” due to the similarity between the chemical structures of PAOXs and peptides are biocompatible polymers and attract growing attention of the researchers for use in biomedical applications. They are considered as an alternative to PEG due to their enhanced stability against oxidative degradation [283]. PEOX and PIPOX are of specific interest due to their temperature responsive behaviors in aqueous media. For example, Meyer et. al. reported the unexpected self-coagulation of PIPOX above its cloud point and formation of micron-sized assemblies [9]. Winnik and coworkers investigated the temperature-induced self-association of PIPOX-b-PEOX providing formation of star-like micelles at 50°C [284]. Haladjova et al. revealed the construction of nano- and microcapsules using thermosensitive PNIPAM and PIPOX templates. Those smart templates were formed basically in three steps; (i) formation of mesoglobules via increasing temperature above the LCST of polymer, (ii) coating by seeded radical copolymerization and (iii) dissolution of core through cooling [11]. In another study, Ozaltin et al. examined the morphological characteristics of PIPOX at i) well-below, ii) above and iii) well-above its LCST and supported their experimental findings with computational approaches. They realized that at temperatures well-below the LCST of PIPOX, PIPOX chains had been miscible in aqueous media due to hydrophilic nature of PIPOX. At temperatures above LCST, PIPOX formed spherical shaped aggregates due to enhanced
hydrophobic association among PIPOX chains. At temperatures well-above LCST, they found that helical shaped polymer pitches had come together to form PIPOX fibers [153]. Recently, the first report on pH-induced self-aggregation of PIPOX was reported by our research group. It was found that titrating PIPOX solution with 0.1 M NaOH solution triggered formation of PIPOX aggregates above pH 5.0 at 25 °C [285].

Encapsulation of therapeutics into colloidal polymeric self-assemblies enhance the drug efficacy, diminishes the side effects and toxicity of drugs, overcomes solubility limitation of drug, makes targetability probable via attachment of targeting moieties onto the coronae and provides controlled release of drug from them compared to free counterparts. Among polymer drug carriers, polymer-drug conjugate self-assemblies are attracting increasing attention due to high drug loading capacities, unique disintegration properties, and improved plasma half-life with enhanced accumulation in tumors in the body [286]. Yoo et al. discovered that DOX-loading efficacy of poly(DL-lactic-co-glycolic acid)–DOX (PLGA-DOX) conjugate micelles was far greater than the amount loaded into PLGA particles with 95% loading into the former [287]. Same group also synthesized DOX-conjugated poly(DL-lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) and PEG (DOX–PLGA–PEG) and reported the enhanced loading efficacy of DOX into conjugate micelles reaching to 99% compared to loading into PLGA-PEG micelles which only reached 23% [288]. In another study, Sedlak and coworkers reported PEG conjugated Amphotericin B (AmB) and found that its liposomal form increased the therapeutic index of AmB and decreased nephrotoxicity [102]. Additionally, Li et al. reported that enhanced antitumor efficacy and reduced side effects could be achieved with DOX loaded pH-sensitive PEOX-hyd-DOX conjugate micelles compared to unloaded PEOX-hyd-DOX conjugate micellar counterpart due to higher amount of DOX release from the former [77].

In this study, pH- and temperature triggered release of CAP, a model antibiotic from PIPOX self-aggregates which formed via pH-trigger in aqueous solution at 25 °C has been examined at neutral and moderately acidic conditions at a physiologically related temperature. CAP is a topically applied ocular antibiotic in a form of eye-drops that
has been used for the prevalent infection called “acute bacterial conjunctivitis”. It has high activity against *S. aureus* in cornea and conjunctiva as well as against methicillin-resistant *S. aureus* (MRSA) causing ocular surface infections [289]. Two different PIPOX samples with varying end-groups were used: i) PIPOX-OR with 2-butoxy as the end-group and ii) PIPOX-CAP in which CAP was used as the terminating agent. PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP were contrasted with respect to CAP loading capacities and release behaviours at both neutral and acidic conditions. This is the first study demonstrating direct conjugation of CAP onto PIPOX and dual-responsive release of CAP from PIPOX self-assemblies. Such 3D polymeric self-assemblies may be promising for controlled and sustained release of CAP for antibacterial applications.

3.3. Experimental

3.3.1. Materials

All reactions and polymerizations were carried out under inert atmosphere. All chemicals were used as received unless otherwise specified. Ethanolamine (>99%), cadmium acetate dihydrate (98%), α-bromo isobutyryl bromide (98%), acetonitrile (>99.9%), 2-butoanol (>99%), 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline (>99%), chloramphenicol (CAP) (≥98%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Isobutyronitrile (>98%) were purchased from Merck chemicals. The deionized water (DI) was purified by passage through a Milli-Q system (Millipore). SpectroPor7 regenerated cellulose dialysis membrane (molecular weight cutoff: 3.5 kDa) was used for purification of polymers and release experiments.
Hydrodynamic size measurements were performed using Zetasizer Nano-ZS equipment (Malvern Instruments Ltd., U.K.). Size values were collected by cumulants analysis of the autocorrelation data. Prior to measurement, PIPOX or PIPOX-CAP was dissolved in either 0.01 M phosphate buffer at pH 2.5 with a concentration of 0.2 mg/mL and pH of PIPOX or PIPOX-CAP solutions was adjusted using 0.2 M NaOH or 0.2 M HCl solutions. SEM images of PIPOX and PIPOX-CAP (in 0.001 M phosphate buffer at pH 7.5) were taken using high resolution QUANTA 400F Field Emission SEM after Au-Pd coating. A double beam Varian Cary 100 UV–Visible Spectrophotometer was used for the detection of CAP release from PIPOX and PIPOX-CAP conjugate self-aggregates. The release solution was placed in a 10 mm path length quartz cuvette with PTFE capping.

3.3.2. Synthesis and Characterization

2-IPOX and PIPOX-OR were synthesized as described Chapter 2, Section 2.3.2. GPC chromatogram for PIPOX-OR was given in Appendix B: Figure B1.

Characterization of CAP

$^1$H-NMR (Appendix A: Figure A4) and SERS (Appendix B: Figure B3) spectra of CAP were taken for comparison. Characteristic SERS peaks of CAP; 1609 cm$^{-1}$ (aromatic ring stretching), 1361 cm$^{-1}$ ($-$NO$_2$ symmetric stretching) and 1114 cm$^{-1}$ ($-$NH in plane bending).

Synthesis and characterization of PIPOX-chloramphenicol (PIPOX-CAP) conjugate

The same procedure was followed as described in Section 2.3.2 except that CAP (2.4 mmol, 0.78 g) was used as terminating agent. Then, the reaction mixture was stirred for 2 days at 25 °C. Reaction mixture was concentrated under vacuum at room temperature. The resultant product was dissolved in DI water and dialyzed against DI water for 2 days. Finally, the solution was freeze-dried. $^1$H-NMR (DMSO-d$_6$, 400 MHz) $\delta$ 8.34 (d, $J=8.8$ Hz, 1H), 8.16 (d, $J=8.8$ Hz, 2H), 7.59 (d, $J=8.7$ Hz, 2H),
6.47 (s, 1H), 6.07 (br, 1H), 5.06 (br, 1H), 5.02 (t, J= 5.5 Hz, 4.4 Hz, 1H), 3.94 (dd, J= 5.1 Hz, 6.3 Hz, 1H), 3.40 (br, 4H), 2.8- 2.64 (br, 2H), 2.30 (m, 1H), 1.04 (s, 6H), 0.97 (br, 6H). GPC traces of PIPOX-CAP: Mn = 9715 g/mol, PDI 1.13 (Appendix B: Figure B4).

3.3.3. Measurements

$^1$H-NMR measurements were recorded in deuterated solvents (CDCl$_3$, DMSO-d$_6$) using a Brucker spectrospin Avance DPX-400 Ultra shield instrument at 400 MHz. The residual protons of the not fully deuterated solvents used as an internal standard. $^1$H-NMR data were reported as chemical shifts (δ, ppm) relative to tetramethylsilane (δ 0.00) with multiplicity (s=singlet, br=broad singlet, d=doublet, t=triplet, m=multiplet), coupling constant (Hz) and integration. $^1$H-NMR samples were prepared via dissolving 5 mg sample into 0.5 mL solvent. Sample was scanned for 50 seconds during measurement. Gel permeating chromatography (GPC) measurements were performed by Agilent instrument (Model 1100) consisting of refractive index (RI) detectors and three Macherey-Nagel columns packed with a highly cross-linked macroporous, spherical polystyrene-divinyl-benzene polymer matrix (Columns 300 × 7.7 mm, particles 5 µm). 0.01 M LiBr/DMF was used as an eluent at a flow rate of 0.7 mL/min at 50°C. The calibration was carried out using poly(methyl methacrylate) standards (Polymer Laboratories). Raman measurements were performed with a Horiba-Jobin-Yvon, model Lab Ram Raman micro spectrometer operating with 632.8 nm He-Ne laser. The spectra were collected with Olympus model LMPlanFL, 10x and 50x microscope objective lens via focusing the laser to a spot size ~1 mm$^2$. The laser power was approximately 20.0 mW and the integration time was 10 s. The signal was detected with a Peltier-cooled CCD camera.

Hydrodynamic size measurements were performed using Zetasizer Nano-ZS equipment (Malvern Instruments Ltd., U.K.). Size values were collected by cumulants analysis of the autocorrelation data. Prior to measurement, PIPOX or PIPOX-CAP
was dissolved in either 0.01 M phosphate buffer at pH 2.5 with a concentration of 0.2 mg/mL and pH of PIPOX or PIPOX-CAP solutions was adjusted using 0.2 M NaOH or 0.2 M HCl solutions. SEM images of PIPOX and PIPOX-CAP (in 0.001 M phosphate buffer at pH 7.5) were taken using high resolution QUANTA 400F Field Emission SEM after Au-Pd coating. A double beam Varian Cary 100 UV–Visible Spectrophotometer was used for the detection of CAP release from PIPOX and PIPOX-CAP conjugate self-aggregates. The release solution (2.0 mL) was placed in a 10 mm path length quartz cuvette with PTFE capping. Cumulative amount of CAP released from aggregates were monitored without changing the release media in constant time intervals up to 24 hours.

3.3.4. Preparation of self-aggregates and release from aggregates

*Self-aggregation of PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP conjugate*

PIPOX-OR or PIPOX-CAP was dissolved in 0.01 M NaH₂PO₄ buffer at pH 2.5 in 0.2 mg/mL concentration. Self-aggregation was triggered by gradually increasing the solution pH to 7.5. The pH was adjusted using 0.2 M and 0.1 M NaOH or 0.2 M and 0.1 M HCl solutions.

*CAP-loading into self-aggregates of PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP conjugate*

CAP was used as a model antibacterial agent. CAP solution in pure ethanol was prepared in 0.02 mg/mL concentration. 0.2 mL of this solution was added drop-wise into vigorously stirred 20 mL of 0.01 M 0.01 M NaH₂PO₄ buffer at pH 2.5. Then, PIPOX-OR or PIPOX-CAP was dissolved in CAP solution prepared at pH 2.5 in a concentration of 0.2 mg/mL. Self-aggregation was induced via gradual increase the solution pH to 7.5. The solution was gently stirred overnight for efficient loading of CAP into self-aggregates. In order to remove free CAP molecules, the solution was filtered via centrifugation at 6000 rpm for 10 minutes using 10 kDa cut-off centrifuge filters.
Release from self-aggregates of PIPOX and PIPOX-CAP

Release experiments were conducted via using SpectroPor7 regenerated cellulose dialysis membrane (molecular weight cutoff: 3.5 kDa) against phosphate buffer saline solution (50 mL) at pH 7.4, pH 5 and 25 °C and 37 °C with gentle magnetic stirring. The aliquots are taken from the PBS solution and UV absorption of CAP was followed in reported time intervals.

3.4. Results and Discussion

3.4.1. Synthesis of PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP

PIPOX-OR was synthesized using the procedure described by Meyer and Schlaad [285] except the initiator. α-bromoisobutyryl bromide (α-BIBB) was used rather than methyl p-toluenesulfonate as the initiator. Simply, initiation starts with the nucleophilic attack of amine group in oxazoline ring to the α-BIBB electrophile resulting in formation of the bromine ion and the cationic oxazoline ring. Propagation proceeds by addition of another 2-alkyl-2-oxazoline to the cationic oxazoline ring. To terminate the polymerization, either 2-butanol or CAP was used as the nucleophile to obtain different ω-terminated homopolymers.

In case of termination with 2-Butanol, nucleophilic oxygen of 2-Butanol attacked to -CH₂ carbon neighbouring to oxygen in five-membered oxazoline ring to terminate the polymerization. In case of termination with CAP, both primary and secondary alcohol groups of CAP possibly acted as the nucleophile and attacked to -CH₂ carbon neighbouring to oxygen in five-membered oxazoline ring followed by the ring opening and termination of polymerization. Scheme 3.1 shows the synthesis of PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP and the reaction mechanism for the CROP of 2-alkyl-2-oxazolines. Conjugation of drugs to poly(2-alkyl-2-oxazoline)s at termination step [91–94,290–292] or through post-modification of the end groups [75,76] has been
reported before to achieve powerful agents to be used against microbial infections, to minimize adverse side effects and to overcome solubility problem of antibiotics.
Scheme 3.1 Synthesis of PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP by direct termination methodology and the reaction mechanism for the CROP of 2-alkyl-2-oxazoline.
PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP conjugate were characterized by $^1$H-NMR and Raman spectroscopy techniques. In case of $^1$H-NMR spectrum of PIPOX-OR, the typical PIPOX backbone signals appeared at 3.50 ppm together with side chain –CH– proton arose within 2.9-2.75 ppm and –CH$_3$ protons arose at 1.10 ppm. The small peak appeared at 1.15 ppm corresponded to the two methyl groups of initiator attached from α-position of PIPOX. On the other hand, $^1$H-NMR spectrum of PIPOX-CAP (Figure 3.1) conjugate displays the typical PIPOX backbone signals at 3.48 ppm as well as side chain signals corresponding to –CH– proton of isopropyl groups within 2.85 ppm-2.60 ppm and –CH$_3$ protons of isopropyl moiety at 1.05 ppm. The small shoulder at 1.10 ppm is associated with the two methyl groups introduced by the initiator from α-position of PIPOX. The signal at 8.34 ppm is assigned to amide proton of CAP, whereas the signals at 8.16 ppm and 7.59 ppm were assigned to two different benzylic protons of CAP, respectively. The protons at 6.47 ppm, 5.06 ppm, 4.1 ppm and 3.2 ppm were correlated to –CH proton neighbouring to chlorine atoms, benzylic proton neighbouring to secondary alcohol, –CH proton neighbouring to amide unit and –CH$_2$ protons neighbouring to primary alcohol, respectively. Slight shift in the signals corresponding to PIPOX and CAP in PIPOX-CAP conjugate confirmed the formation of the conjugate. Due to overlapping of the secondary and primary alcohol protons of CAP appeared at ~3.0-3.5 ppm and PIPOX backbone protons appeared at 3.48 as a broad signal, the ratio of the CAP attached PIPOX to unconjugated PIPOX could not been determined.
Figure 3.1. $^1$H-NMR spectrum of PIPOX-CAP in CDCl$_3$.

PIPOX-CAP conjugate was additionally analyzed using Raman spectroscopy. SERS spectra of PIPOX-CAP, CAP and PIPOX-OR are represented in Figure 3.2. SERS spectrum of PIPOX-CAP conjugate contains signals corresponding to both PIPOX and CAP, thus suggests the conjugation of CAP to PIPOX. Specifically, three characteristic SERS peaks of CAP appeared at 1609 cm$^{-1}$, 1361 cm$^{-1}$ and 1114 cm$^{-1}$ correlated with aromatic ring stretching, $-\text{NO}_2$ symmetric stretching and $-\text{NH}$ in plane bending, respectively (see the peaks marked with pound sign in Figure 3.2). PIPOX SERS peaks appeared at 2867 cm$^{-1}$ ($-\text{CH}$ stretching vibration), 2931 cm$^{-1}$ (symmetric $-\text{CH}_2$ stretch), 2960 cm$^{-1}$ (asymmetric $-\text{CH}_2$ stretching), 1426 cm$^{-1}$ ($-\text{CH}_3$ bending) and 1118 cm$^{-1}$ ($-\text{CH}_2$ twisting vibrations) and were marked with stars in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2. SERS spectra of (A) PIPOX-OR, (B) PIPOX-CAP and (C) CAP.
Of note, prior to preparation of PIPOX self-aggregates, the antibacterial activity of PIPOX-CAP conjugate was examined using agar plating method. No significant activity against *E. coli* was observed. This may be explained by drastically lowered antimicrobial activity of CAP *via* conjugation. CAP is a broad spectrum bacteriostatic drug acting as an inhibitor for protein synthesis through binding the large ribosome subunit (50S) at the peptidyl transferase centre A site, preventing binding of the next charged tRNA [293–295]. Therefore, the reduced activity of PIPOX-CAP conjugates could be due to either reduced affinity to ribosome subunit or diminished diffusion capability into the bacterial cell due to PIPOX chains. Tiller and coworkers also reported the diminished antibacterial activity of Ciprofloxacin (CIP) against *S. aureus*, *Streptococcus mutans*, *E. coli*, *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, and *Klebsella pneumonia* after direct conjugation of CIP to PMEOX, PEOX, and PEG. They explained the reduced activity of the PMEOX-CIP conjugates by the diminished affinity of conjugate to the enzyme since CIP kills the bacteria *via* hindering the intracellular enzyme gyrase or depressing diffusion capability of the drug into the bacterial cell [76].

### 3.4.2. pH-induced self-aggregation of PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP

PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP aggregates were prepared by dissolving both polymers at acidic pH (pH = 2.5) and gradually increasing the solution pH to neutral conditions (pH 7.5) at 25 °C using 0.1 M NaOH solution. Figures 3.3A shows the evolution of hydrodynamic diameter as a function of increasing pH for PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP. For PIPOX-OR, self-association of the chains started above pH 5.0 when the amide groups of PIPOX deprotonated (p*K*$_a$ of PIPOX ~ 5.2) and the hydrophobic association among PIPOX chains enhanced. On the other hand, self-aggregation of PIPOX-CAP began at slightly lower pH (~ pH 4.5). Zeta potential changes for PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP in 0.2 mg/mL *via* increasing pH were also confirmed the formation of PIPOX-CAP self-aggregates at ~ pH 4.5. The isoelectric point of PIPOX-
CAP was determined as ~ pH 3.5 that was slightly lower than that of PIPOX-OR (Figure 3.4). The reason for this could be the enhanced interactions between the CAP units attached to the PIPOX chain end leading to enhanced association of PIPOX chains at lower pH values. Importantly, the standard deviations calculated over 10 different size measurements were smaller for PIPOX-CAP, indicating formation of aggregates with more uniform size. This is also seen in size distribution curves of PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP in 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.5 and 25 °C (Figure 3.3B). This can be explained by the more hydrophobic end-group of PIPOX-CAP, enhancing the self-association of PIPOX chains and providing formation of more uniform aggregates. It must be born in mind that the effect of end-group on self-aggregation of PIPOX and the aggregate size was discussed in Chapter 2 of this dissertation [285]. The effect of chain end units on the self-assembly of hydrophilic polymers has also been reported by several other research groups as well [296].
Figure 3.3. (A) Evolution of hydrodynamic diameter of PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP in 10mM phosphate buffer with increasing pH at 25 °C. (B) Size distribution curves of PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP by number at pH 7.5. Size distribution curves obtained from several individual measurements of the same sample are represented with different colors.
Figure 3.4. Zeta potential changes for PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP in 0.2 mg/mL via increasing pH.

*pH-triggered disassembly of PIPOX aggregates at 37 °C*

PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP aggregates were formed at pH 7.5 and 25 °C in 10 mM phosphate buffer at 0.2 mg/mL polymer concentration. The temperature of the aggregate solutions was then increased to 37 °C at pH 7.5. The dissolution of the aggregates was followed by gradually decreasing the solution pH to acidic conditions and measuring the hydrodynamic diameter of PIPOX using dynamic light scattering (DLS) technique.

Figure 3.5A and Figure 3.5B show the change in hydrodynamic diameter of PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP as a function of decreasing pH at 37 °C, respectively. The evolution of hydrodynamic size with increasing pH at 25 °C is plotted for comparison for each graph. For both PIPOX samples, the hydrodynamic diameter decreased gradually as the pH was lowered due to protonation of the amide nitrogens on PIPOX.
and dissolution of the aggregates. Hysteresis was recorded for both PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP during the disintegration. For example, the hydrodynamic diameter of PIPOX-OR was 3.8 nm at pH 4.5 and 25 °C. However, aggregates as large as ~ 206.7 nm were detected at pH 4.5 at 37 °C. Hysteresis was more remarkable for PIPOX-CAP aggregates. No disintegration was observed at pH 4.5 for PIPOX-CAP aggregates. The hysteresis can be correlated with the intra- and inter-molecular hydrophobic association between the PIPOX chains, suppressing the protonation of the amide nitrogens and partial removal of PIPOX chains from the aggregates. The reason for greater hysteresis in case of PIPOX-CAP aggregates is the stronger association among PIPOX-CAP chains arising from more hydrophobic CAP end units. Figure 3.6 shows the hydrodynamic size distribution curves of PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP with decreasing pH at 37 °C.
Figure 3.5. The evolution of hydrodynamic diameter of PIPOX-OR (A) and PIPOX-CAP (B) as a function of decreasing pH at 37 °C. Evolution of hydrodynamic diameter with increasing pH at 25 °C is plotted for comparison.
3.4.3. CAP loading into PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP aggregates

PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP were dissolved separately in 0.1 mg/mL CAP solution prepared in phosphate buffer at pH 2.5. Self-assembly of PIPOX was induced in the presence of CAP molecules by gradually increasing the pH of the solutions to pH 7.5. The solutions were stirred overnight at room temperature for encapsulation of CAP into PIPOX aggregates. Free CAP molecules were removed by multiple centrifugation. CAP and PIPOX were expected to associate through hydrogen bonding interactions between hydroxyl groups of CAP and amide units of PIPOX and hydrophobic association among isopropyl side chains of PIPOX with nitro-benzyl...
sites of CAP. Scheme 3.2 displays the schematic representation of interactions between PIPOX and CAP.

Scheme 3.2 Schematic illustration of the molecular interactions of PIPOX and CAP.

Figure 3.7A and 3.7B contrast the hydrodynamic size of PIPOX-CAP (A) and PIPOX-OR (B) in 0.1 mg/mL CAP solution and 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.4, respectively. The average sizes of the aggregates were smaller than the aggregate sizes obtained in 10 mM phosphate buffer for PIPOX-OR. For example, self-assembly of PIPOX-OR in 10 mM phosphate buffer and in 0.1 mg/mL CAP solution at pH 7.4 resulted in formation of 345 nm and 100 nm aggregates, respectively. Similarly, PIPOX-CAP formed aggregates with average sizes of 425 and 260 nm in 10 mM
phosphate buffer and in 0.1 mg/mL CAP solution at pH 7.4, respectively. SEM images were in good agreement with DLS results, displaying larger aggregates for PIPOX-OR or PIPOX-CAP in 10 mM phosphate buffer than that in 0.1 mg/mL CAP solution Figure 3.8. The difference in size between DLS and SEM results was due to the fact that DLS measured the hydrodynamic diameter, the diameter of the particles together with the water layer attached to them, whereas SEM provided information about the projected area diameter of the aggregates. The lower aggregate sizes recorded in CAP solution suggested that the presence of CAP molecules partly inhibited self-assembly of PIPOX-OR or PIPOX-CAP in CAP solution possibly due to CAP molecules which prevented the self-association of PIPOX. The reason for the larger size of PIPOX-CAP than that of PIPOX-OR could be the enhanced association of free CAP molecules with CAP end-groups of PIPOX, inducing the self-assembly through the end-groups. Increment in diameter of drug loaded micelles formed from polymer drug conjugates compared to pristine analogues has been reported [77,297–299]. Specifically, Yang et al. reported that micelles formed from mPEG-PLA-curcumin conjugate were significantly larger than mPEG-PLA micelles. They suggested that the presence of curcumin in the hydrophobic moiety alters the driving force of self-assembly and the conjugate architecture might cause a crowding impact (meaning that higher number of functional groups interacting with each other in case of conjugate) triggering the formation of bigger micelles [299].
Figure 3.7. Comparison of the hydrodynamic size of PIPOX-CAP in 0.1 mg/mL CAP solution and in 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.4 (A). Hydrodynamic size distributions of PIPOX-OR in 0.1 mg/mL CAP solution and in 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.4 (B) are shown for comparison.
The larger aggregate size for PIPOX-CAP also resulted in loading greater amount of CAP into PIPOX-CAP aggregates than that loaded into PIPOX-OR aggregates under identical conditions. The amount of CAP loaded into PIPOX aggregates was calculated by measuring the absorbance of CAP in PIPOX solutions before and after removal of the free CAP molecules followed by quantification using calibration curves of CAP prepared at pH 7.5 and 25 °C. The difference in CAP amount before and after removal of the free CAP molecules was attributed to the CAP loaded into aggregates. The amount of CAP loaded into PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP aggregates were calculated as 23.2 µg and 61.1 µg, respectively. Figure 3.9 contrasts the loading...
efficacy into PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP aggregates. We suggest that PIPOX-CAP conjugate may provide more hydrophobic CAP core for aggregates compared to the pristine PIPOX aggregates. This leads to enhanced interaction with free CAP molecules with inner core of aggregates resulted in higher loading amount of CAP. In addition, conjugation of CAP at chain end might increase the affinity between the encapsulated drug and micellar core. Of note, Li and coworkers also reported the enhancement of loading content of DOX into PEOX-hyd-DOX conjugate via increasing chemical compatibility between micelle core and loaded drug [77].

Figure 3.9. Normalized CAP-loading efficacies of PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP self-aggregates. Normalized values were calculated by dividing the absorbance of CAP-loaded PIPOX-OR and CAP-loaded PIPOX-CAP to the absorbance of CAP at 220 nm.
3.4.4. CAP release from PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP aggregates

CAP loaded PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP aggregate solutions were separately put into dialysis membranes and dialysed against PBS at either pH 7.5 or pH 5.0 at 25 °C or 37 °C. The pH of the aggregate solution in the membrane was adjusted prior to dialysis. CAP release from PIPOX aggregates was monitored by following the intensity of the peak at 275 nm using UV-Visible Spectroscopy. The amount of CAP released from the aggregates was quantified using calibration curves. Of note, the absorbance of CAP is affected by the pH. Therefore, calibration curves were prepared separately for every release condition. Figures 3.10A and 3.10B show the amount of CAP released at pH 7.5/37 °C and pH 5.0/37 °C as a function of time from PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP aggregates, respectively. For both of the samples, release at pH 7.5/25 °C and pH 5.0/25 °C are plotted for comparison.

Both aggregates were formed at pH 7.5 and 25 °C. Therefore, CAP release from both aggregates at pH 7.5/25 °C occurred through self-diffusion mechanism. To examine the temperature-responsive release from aggregate surface, CAP release was followed at pH 7.5/37 °C and the data was contrasted with that at pH 7.5/25 °C. CAP release at pH 7.5/37 °C was slightly higher than that at pH 7.5/25 °C for PIPOX-OR aggregates. The difference was greater for PIPOX-CAP aggregates possibly due to greater amount of CAP encapsulation which also resulted in greater amount of release within the same time interval. To examine the pH-responsive release from aggregate surface, CAP release was followed at pH 5.0/25 °C and the data was contrasted with that obtained at pH 7.5/25 °C. At pH 5.0/25 °C, PIPOX-OR aggregates showed pH-responsive release due to protonation of the PIPOX amide units and dissolution of the aggregates. Importantly, PIPOX-CAP aggregates did not show pH-responsive release at pH 5/25 °C. This can be explained by the greater hysteresis that PIPOX-CAP exhibited during disintegration of the aggregates at 25 °C (Figure 3.11). It must be born in mind that hydrodynamic diameter remained almost constant with decreasing pH at 25 °C until pH 3.5 for PIPOX-CAP aggregates. This was the reason for not observing any pH response for PIPOX-CAP aggregates at pH 5.0/25 °C. Both PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-
CAP aggregates demonstrated the greatest amount of CAP release at pH 5.0/37 °C due to release through both pH and temperature triggers. Of note, the cloud point of PIPOX used in this study was found as 37 °C in 10 mM phosphate buffer (Figure 2.19B). The transition of PIPOX chains from extended to globular conformation possibly formed voids at the aggregate surface, enhancing CAP release at 37 °C. Importantly, the amount of CAP released from PIPOX-CAP aggregates at pH 5.0/37 °C was almost three times higher than that released from PIPOX-OR aggregates due to greater loading capacity of PIPOX-CAP aggregates. The total amount of CAP released from PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP aggregates under various conditions are represented in Figure 10C. A comparison of the relative % release amounts is represented in Figure 10D.

Figure 3.10. A) CAP release profile from PIPOX-OR aggregates at pH 7.5/25 °C; pH 7.5/37 °C; pH 5.0/25 °C and pH 5.0/37 °C. (B) CAP release profile from PIPOX-CAP aggregates at pH 7.5/25 °C; pH 7.5/37 °C; pH 5.0/25 °C and pH 5.0/37 °C. (C) Comparison of the total CAP amount released from PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP aggregates at pH 7.5/25 °C; pH 7.5/37 °C; pH 5.0/25 °C and pH 5.0/37 °C after 24 hours. (D) Comparison of relative % release from PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP aggregates at pH 7.5/25 °C; pH 7.5/37 °C; pH 5.0/25 °C and pH 5.0/37 °C. Relative % release were calculated.
Figure 3.11. The hydrodynamic size distribution curves of PIPOX-OR (A) and PIPOX-CAP (B) with decreasing pH at 25 °C.

3.5. Conclusion

PIPOX-CAP conjugate was synthesized with permanent conjugation of CAP to the ω-end of PIPOX as an alternative to previously synthesized analogue PIPOX-OR. Self-aggregation of PIPOX-CAP was contrasted with that of PIPOX-OR. Similar size aggregates were formed from both polymers in phosphate buffer solution while critical aggregation pH was slightly different. On the other hand, the diameter of PIPOX-OR self-aggregates formed in CAP solution was significantly lower compared to that of PIPOX-CAP counterpart. The loading and release of a model antibiotic CAP into/from PIPOX self-aggregates were examined at neutral and acidic pH at a physiologically related temperature. PIPOX-CAP self-aggregates with larger size revealed higher loading capacity for CAP that could be correlated with enhanced interactions between
the free CAP molecules and CAP moiety attached to the PIPOX end. Release of CAP from both aggregates were monitored and the maximum amount of drug released was found at pH 5.0 and 37 °C due to the pH- and temperature- triggered release of drug. This study presents the critical effect of PIPOX end-group on loading and release properties of PIPOX self-aggregates.
CHAPTER 4

EFFECT OF SIDE CHAIN VARIATION ON SURFACE AND BIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF POLY(2-ALKYL-2-OXAZOLINE) MULTILAYERS*

4.1. Chapter Summary

Multilayers of Poly(2-alkyl-2-oxazoline)s (PAOX)s with varying side chains were constructed through LbL self-assembly using TA. Surface morphology, stability, wettability and stimuli-responsive drug release properties of the films were correlated with antiadhesive and antibacterial properties of the surfaces. Thickness, roughness, wettability and stability of multilayers were affected by the chemical nature of PAOX side chain, phase behaviour of PAOX and the binding strength between the layers. PAOX-multilayers showed remarkably different release trends for Ciprofloxacin (CIP) especially at acidic pH and 37°C. Release trends were in good agreement with the antibacterial activity of the films against S.aureus. PAOX-multilayers showed antibacterial activity against E.coli despite the differences in the CIP amount released from surface. Multilayers with greater wettability exhibited greater resistance against adsorption onto the model protein Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) and was more effective to reduce the adherence of E.Coli. None of the PAOX-films exhibited antiadhesiveness against S.aureus.

*The content of this chapter was previously submitted as a revised manuscript to Elsevier Ltd. (Cagli, E.; Ugur, E.; Ulusan, S.; Banerjee, S.; Erel-Goktepe, I. European Polymer Journal).
4.2. Introduction

PAOXs are an important class of bioinspired polymers. Their structural similarity to polypeptides has imparted significant biological properties to PAOXs, such as biocompatibility, nontoxicity and anti-fouling [1–3]. PAOXs cannot be detected easily by the immune system (stealth behaviour) [4,5]. Therefore, they constitute an alternative to PEG, which is the most commonly used polymer in biomedical applications. In addition, the chemical stability of PAOXs was reported to be greater than PEG due to lower polarization of the N-vicinal C–H bond than the O-vicinal C–H bond in the PEG structure [300]. Temperature-responsive properties of PAOXs have been extensively investigated [2,6–17]. Among PAOXs, LCST-type phase behaviour of PIPOX in aqueous solution at a temperature (35–39˚C for PIPOX with varying Mₙ and concentrations [2]) within the physiological range makes it specifically applicable in biomedical area.

Layer-by-layer (LbL) self-assembly of polymers is a powerful technique to functionalize and modify surfaces to impart desired characteristics. H-bonded multilayers of neutral polymers and polyacids are of interest to prepare multilayer films with pH-responsive properties at mild pH conditions [205,301]. In addition, toxicity of neutral polymers was reported to be lower than the polycations, making hydrogen-bonded multilayers attractive for biomedical applications [302].

LbL self-assembly of PAOXs was first demonstrated by Erel et al. [208], and further investigated by others, providing detailed information about the effect of deposition conditions on the multilayer growth [303,304] as well as thermodynamics of LbL assembly of various PAOXs [210]. Stabilization of silver nanoparticles by PEOX and LbL deposition of such PEOX stabilized silver nanoparticles and TA were reported [211]. Recently, reorganization of free-floating PEOX/TA multilayers into fibers at acidic conditions has been reported [305]. Preparation of hollow LbL capsules of PAOXs, the effect of temperature on morphological changes of the capsule shell and loading/release of fluorescent dye molecules into/from hollow capsules have been
investigated [213]. PAOX based 2D and 3D LbL films have also been investigated for biological applications. Intracellular degradability, healing, low-fouling and redox responsive properties of PAOX multilayers have been reported [214,306–308]. We have previously reported Doxorubicin (DOX) release from multilayers of PIPOX and water-soluble complexes of TA and DOX in response to change in pH and temperature of the environment [178].

Different from these studies, herein, we report the fabrication of LbL films of PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA and compare them with respect to i) film properties, i.e. growth, morphology, wettability, stability; ii) CIP release and antibacterial behavior at physiologically related pH and temperature conditions; and iii) protein and bacterial antiadhesive properties. The differences in surface properties of the films are correlated with the differences observed in biological properties of the films. To the best of our knowledge, for the first time, a detailed analysis of stimuli-responsive release properties of PAOX multilayers at various pH and temperatures is presented and the remarkable differences are explained through phase behaviour of polymers and structure-property relationship in LbL films. In addition, this study presents strategies to make PAOX multilayers stable at physiologically related pH and temperature conditions without any additional steps such as hydrolysis and crosslinking as earlier demonstrated for PAOX LbL films [214]. Considering the potential of PAOXs for use in biomedical applications, this study is important in the sense that it generates fundamental knowledge on chemical structure-property relationship in PAOX multilayers and the effect of surface properties on antiadhesive and antibacterial properties of the films.

4.3. Experimental

4.3.1. Materials

Branched poly(ethylenimine) (BPEI; Mw 25 000), 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline (>99%), sodium hydroxide, hydrochloric acid, ethanolamine (>99%), cadmium acetate
dihydrate (98%), α-bromoisobutyrl bromide (98%), acetonitrile (>99.9%), phosphate buffer saline, Luria Bertani (LB) broth and 2-butanol (>99%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Co. Monobasic sodium phosphate buffer (NaH₂PO₄.2H₂O), isobutyronitrile (>98%), Mueller-Hinton (MH) broth, and TA were purchased from Merck Chemicals. All chemicals were used as received. Deionized H₂O was purified by passage through a Milli-Q system (Millipore).

4.3.2. NMR and GPC measurements

¹H-NMR measurements were carried out at room temperature using a Brucker Spectrospin Avance DPX-400 Ultrashield instrument operating at 400 MHz. ¹H-NMR samples were prepared via dissolving 5 mg sample into 0.5 mL solvent. Sample was scanned for 50 seconds during measurement. GPC measurements were carried out with an Agilent instrument (model 1100) consisting of refractive index detectors and three Macherey–Nagel columns which were packed with a highly crosslinked macroporous, spherical polystyrene-divinyl-benzene polymer matrix (columns 300 × 7.7 mm, particles 5 μm). As eluent, 0.01 mol/L LiBr/dimethylformamide was used at a flow rate of 0.7 mL/min at 50 ºC. The calibration was performed using poly(methyl methacrylate) standards (Polymer Laboratories).

4.3.3. Synthesis of 2-IPOX, PEOX and PIPOX

2-IPOX and poly(2-isopropyl-2-oxazoline) with 2-butoxy end capping (PIPOX) were synthesized as described Chapter 2, Section 2.3.2. GPC chromatogram for PIPOX and PEOX was given in Appendix B, Figure B1 and Figure B5, respectively. GPC traces of PIPOX: Mn = 6210 g/mol, PDI 1.25 (Appendix B: Figure B.1). GPC traces of PEOX: Mn = 5738 g/mol, PDI 1.16 (Appendix B: Figure B.4).
4.3.4. Deposition of multilayers

Silicon wafers, quartz or glass substrates were immersed in concentrated sulfuric acid for 85 minutes and rinsed with deionized water. After drying under nitrogen flow, substrates were immersed into 0.25 M NaOH solution for 10 minutes. The substrates were then rinsed with DI water and dried under nitrogen flow. BPEI, TA, PEOX and PIPOX solutions were prepared using 10 mM phosphate buffer solution. Prior to multilayer deposition, one bilayer of BPEI (0.5 mg/mL) and TA (0.2 mg/mL) was deposited onto each substrate at pH 5.5 as a precursor film. Multilayers were deposited by immersing the BPEI/TA coated substrates alternatingly into solutions of PIPOX (0.2 mg/mL) or PEOX (0.2 mg/mL) and TA (0.2 mg/mL) at pH 2.5 for 15 minutes each with two intermediate rinsing steps in between. Rinsing solutions were 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 2.5. TA solution was refreshed every 1 hour during film fabrication to avoid degradation of TA. Thickness measurements were conducted using a spectroscopic ellipsometer of Optosense, USA (OPT-S6000). AFM imaging was performed using an NT-MDT Solver P47 AFM in tapping mode using Si cantilevers.

4.3.5. CIP loading and release into/from multilayers

CIP was dissolved in 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 2.5 to form a 0.1 mg/mL solution. pH of CIP solution was then increased to 7.4 prior to loading into multilayers. One glass substrate (1 cm x 1cm) coated with 49-layer PIPOX/TA or PEOX/TA was immersed into 20 mL of 0.1 mg/mL CIP solution at pH 7.4 for 12 hours. Of note, CIP was not soluble in 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.4 at a concentration of 0.1 mg/mL. Therefore, CIP was first dissolved at pH 2.5 and then the solution pH was increased to 7.4.

To calculate the amount of CIP loaded into PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA multilayers, CIP solution was excited at 280 nm and the fluorescence intensity of CIP at 415 nm was recorded before and after the multilayers were immersed in the CIP solution. The
excitation and emission slits were 5.0 nm and 5.0 nm, respectively. Of note, the concentration of the CIP solution was too high for fluorescence measurements. Therefore, the CIP solution was diluted by adding 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.4 and 25 °C into 14 µL of CIP loading solution to form a final volume of 2 mL prior to fluorescence measurements. The dilution factor was taken into account for calculating the CIP amount in the solution before and after CIP loading into multilayers. The amount of CIP in the solution before and after immersion of the multilayers was quantified using calibration curves. The difference in CIP amount was attributed to the amount of CIP loaded into multilayers.

For release experiments, each 1 cm x 1 cm glass slide coated with 49-layers of PEOX/TA or PIPOX/TA was immersed into 20 mL PBS under various conditions, i.e. pH 7.4/25 °C; pH 7.4/37 °C; pH 6.0/25 °C; pH 6.0/37 °C. CIP release as a function of time was followed using Hitachi F-2500 fluorescence spectrophotometer by measuring the fluorescence intensity of the peak at 415 nm and 440 nm at pH 7.4 and pH 6.0, respectively. The amount of CIP release was quantified using calibration curves prepared at release conditions.

4.3.6. Stability of multilayers

Stability of CIP loaded and unloaded multilayers were examined by immersing 13-layer PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA films into PBS (pH 7.4 and pH 6.0) at 25 °C or 37 °C and following the evolution of film thickness or the intensity of the peak at 215 nm in the UV-Visible spectra of multilayers as a function of time. UV–visible spectroscopy measurements were carried out using a 100 Bio-Cary Varian UV–visible spectrophotometer. Films were dried prior to measurements.
4.3.7. Static contact angle measurements

The static water contact angles were measured using Attension Theta Lite optical tensiometer. 3 DI water droplets (2 μL each) were deposited onto each coated substrate. 10 independent measurements were recorded with 16 millisecond frame intervals at 25 °C for each droplet. In contact angle experiments, odd layers are polymers and even layers are TA.

4.3.8. Bacterial growth conditions

Biological tests were conducted by one of our group member, Sinem Ulusan. Luria Bertani (LB) broth and Mueller Hinton (MH) broth were prepared in deionized water, filter sterilized using 0.45µm filters and autoclaved prior to use. MH agar at pH 6.0 and pH 7.4 were used for Kirby-Bauer tests while LB broth and LB agar were used for pre-culture preparation and agar plating, respectively. For Kirby-Bauer test, bacteria were grown at either 25 °C or 37 °C. All bacterial experiments were performed using S. aureus ATCC 29213 and E. coli ATCC 8739.

4.3.9. Minimum Inhibitory Concentration (MIC) analysis

Minimum inhibitory concentrations for E.coli and S.aureus were determined using a serial dilution method. Both bacterial strains were retrieved from glycerol stocks, inoculated in LB broth individually and incubated for 4 hours at 37 °C and 160 rpm. These pre-cultures were then added to 5 mL of fresh LB broth at 1:100 (v/v) dilution and both bacteria were grown at 37 °C and 160 rpm until their OD$_{600}$ reached ~ 1.0 (which corresponds to ~ 10$^9$ CFU/mL of bacteria). A stock solution of CIP was prepared in 1 mM phosphate buffer at pH 4.0, which was then diluted to different concentrations in LB medium. For E.coli, LB with 20 different CIP concentrations ranging between 0.005 µg/mL and 0.750 µg/mL were prepared. For S.aureus, 20 different CIP concentrations ranging between 0.2 µg/mL and 2.0 µg/mL were
prepared. The bacteria cultures at OD\textsubscript{600} \textasciitilde 1.0 were then added at a dilution of 1:100 (v/v) to 5 mL of LB containing different concentrations of CIP. As control, bacterial cultures without CIP were also included for both types bacteria. All bacterial cultures were then incubated overnight at 37 °C and 160 rpm. After overnight growth, their optical densities at 600 nm were measured and the lowest CIP concentration that inhibited bacterial growth for each strain was assigned as the MIC.

4.3.10. Kirby-Bauer Test

25 µL of overnight cultures of \textit{E. coli} ATCC 8739 and \textit{S. aureus} ATCC 29213 grown in LB broth (OD\textsubscript{600} \textasciitilde 1.5) were separately added onto glass substrates coated with 3- and 7- layers of PEOX/TA or PIPOX/TA films. After 1 hour of incubation at 37 °C with shaking at 54 rpm, the substrates were washed twice with PBS, immersed in 5 mL of fresh PBS, vortexed for 1 minute and sonicated for 5 minutes to get adherent bacteria into the solution. The PBS containing the de-attached bacteria was diluted 1:100 with PBS and 80 µL of this solution was spread plated on LB agar plates. Colonies were counted after overnight growth at 37 °C.

4.3.11. Agar-Plating Method

25 µL of overnight cultures of \textit{E. coli} ATCC 8739 and \textit{S. aureus} ATCC 29213 grown in LB broth (OD\textsubscript{600} \textasciitilde 1.5) were separately added onto glass substrates coated with 3- and 7- layers of PEOX/TA or PIPOX/TA films. After 1 hour of incubation at 37 °C with shaking at 54 rpm, the substrates were washed twice with PBS, immersed in 5 mL of fresh PBS, vortexed for 1 minute and sonicated for 5 minutes to get adherent bacteria into the solution. The PBS containing the de-attached bacteria was diluted 1:100 with PBS and 80 µL of this solution was spread plated on LB agar plates. Colonies were counted after overnight growth at 37 °C.

\textsuperscript{\textcopyright} Kirby Bauer test and agar plating experiments were performed by Sinem Ulusan.
4.3.12. Statistical analysis

All the results were normalized to control (assumed as 100) and standard deviation of the means was used. The parametric t-test was applied to all experimental groups and the significance of the results was determined by using a two-tailed p value, where p value ≤0.05 was accepted as significant at 95% confidence interval.

4.4. Results and Discussion

4.4.1. Preparation of Multilayers

PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA multilayers were constructed at pH 2.5 using LbL technique. We have recently reported two pK_a values for TA, i.e. pK_a,1 =6.5 and pK_a,2 =8 [178]. At pH 2.5, phenolic hydroxyl groups of TA were in the protonated form. Multilayers were assembled at the surface through H-bonding interactions among carbonyl groups of PEOX or PIPOX and phenolic hydroxyl groups of TA. Figure 4.1A shows the chemical structures of PAOXs, TA and CIP. Figure 4.1B shows LbL growth of PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA multilayers. Both films showed linear growth profiles with ~ 2.4 nm and ~ 3.0 nm increment per bilayer for PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA films, respectively. The slightly higher thickness increment for PIPOX/TA films can be correlated with the differences in hydrophobicity and chain conformation of the two polymers. PIPOX was expected to adopt a less expanded coil conformation than PEOX due to the presence of isopropyl side chains bringing greater hydrophobicity to PIPOX. Thus, in contrast to PIPOX which possibly adsorbed in more globular form at the surface, PEOX adsorbed in the form of extended chains resulting in thinner films. The association of PIPOX and TA was also expected to be greater than that among PEOX and TA due to greater hydrophobicity of PIPOX. The contribution of hydrophobic interactions among the interacting polymer pairs to LbL growth and multilayer stabilization has been reported earlier [309]. Hoogenboom and De Geest also observed a similar phenomenon and explained the higher thickness of LbL films with increasing PAOX hydrophobicity by the chain conformation as well as increasing
hydrophobic interactions among the multilayers [210]. Of note, LbL deposition of PAOX with polyacids have been reported previously by us and other research groups [178,208,211,306,307].

It is worth mentioning that we could successfully deposit PIPOX and TA multilayers at pH 2.5 without using 1 bilayer of BPEI and TA (both deposited at pH 5.5) as the precursor layers. However, we could not obtain a robust film growth in case of PEOX and TA films. The more hydrophobic PIPOX possibly provided better adhesion onto the surface than PEOX. For comparison of PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA multilayers, we preferred preparation of multilayers under identical conditions. Therefore, 1 bilayer of BPEI and TA was used as the precursor layers for both types of the films.
AFM imaging was performed to contrast the morphology of PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA multilayers. Figure 4.2A shows the AFM images and surface roughness values of 13-layer films of PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA. Self-association of polyphenols has been reported earlier [310]. In addition, deposition of TA in the aggregated state in LbL assembly has been suggested before due to thickness values which were greater than the molecular dimensions of TA [311,312]. In the light of these findings, the origin of the surface roughness is attributed to self-association of TA through intermolecular hydrogen bonding interactions among hydroxyl groups at acidic conditions leading to deposition of TA in the aggregated form. The roughness increased from ~ 13.5 nm to ~ 23.0 nm and ~ 11.3 nm to ~ 14.5 nm as the layer number increased from 7 to 13 for PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA films, respectively (see Figure 4.3A for AFM images of 7-layer PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA films). The reason for
increasing roughness with increasing layer number might be the incomplete and irregularly packed TA layers (see Figure 4.3B for AFM image of 1-layer of TA). A TA-layer had aggregates which formed the higher parts of the layer as well as holes which formed the lower parts of the surface. Considering the adsorption kinetics, when a substrate coated with TA as the topmost layer was exposed to either PEOX or PIPOX solution, the probability of adsorption onto TA aggregates would be higher than deposition onto the holes. The situation was expected to be similar when a substrate coated with PEOX or PIPOX as the topmost layer was exposed to TA solution. This was possibly the reason for increasing surface roughness with increasing layer number. Note that the difference in roughness values between 13-layer PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA films was larger than that of 7-layer films. AFM images of 7-layer films (Figure 4.3A) showed that PEOX/TA film was inhomogeneous and had large and fused aggregates which might have contributed to more significant roughness increase with increasing layer number. In addition, the difference in roughness between PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA multilayers might have resulted from the difference in binding strength among the layers. The hydrophobic association among PIPOX and TA layers was expected to be greater than that among PEOX and TA resulting in greater number of binding points between the layers and more intense films with relatively smooth surfaces. The correlation between the surface roughness and conformational state of multilayers was reported by Rubner [302] and Sukhishvili [313] for electrostatic and hydrogen-bonded multilayers, respectively.

PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA films were also compared with respect to wettability. The evolution of contact angles was followed as a function of layer number. As shown in Figure 4.2B, the contact angles varied between 40°- 47° and 60°-64° for PEOX/TA with PEOX topmost layer and PIPOX/TA with PIPOX topmost layer, respectively. For both films, lower contact angle values were recorded when TA was the topmost layer compared to those ending with either PEOX or PIPOX. This was possibly due to phenolic hydroxyl groups of TA providing greater wettability [314]. However, PEOX/TA films had lower contact angle (varied between 37°-42°) than PIPOX/TA
films (varied between $45^\circ$-49$^\circ$) even when both films had TA as the outmost layer. The wettability of multilayer films is correlated with the outmost layer [315]. Despite the same topmost layer, the higher contact angle of PIPOX/TA multilayers was possibly arising from the interpenetration of the layers and the contribution of more hydrophobic PIPOX to the topmost part of PIPOX/TA films.

Figure 4.2. A) AFM topography images of 13 layers of PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA. Roughness values were recorded from images with $2 \times 2 \mu m^2$ scan size. (B) Evolution of static contact angle of PEOX/TA (○) and PIPOX/TA (□) films as a function of layer number. Multilayers were deposited onto BPEI/TA precursor layers. Odd layer numbers correspond to PEOX or PIPOX topmost layer.
Figure 4.3. AFM topography images of (A) 7-layer PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA films with 2x2 µm$^2$ scan size. Roughness values were recorded from images with 2x2 µm$^2$ scan size. (B) AFM topography images of 1-layer of TA with 5x5 µm$^2$ scan size.

**CIP loading into multilayers**

CIP loaded PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA multilayers were prepared by immersing the multilayers into CIP solution at pH 7.4 for 12 hours. Increasing pH from 2.5 to 7.4 allowed ionization of some of the free phenolic hydroxyl groups of TA within the multilayers. The driving force for CIP loading was mainly electrostatic interactions between free phenolate groups of TA and protonated piperazinyl amino groups of CIP ($pK_{a,1} = 6.1$ associated with the carboxylic acid groups and $pK_{a,2} = 8.7$ associated with the secondary amino groups [316]). Additionally, hydrogen bonding interactions among CIP and TA possibly contributed to CIP loading into multilayers. As mentioned earlier, TA has a $pK_{a,1}$ of 6.5 and $pK_{a,2}$ of 8.0 [178]. At pH 7.4, it has both phenolic hydroxyl and phenolate groups which remained free after LbL construction.
Those phenolic hydroxyl groups could have formed hydrogen bonds with carbonyl groups of CIP.

UV-Visible Spectra of PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA multilayers exhibited two peaks at 215 nm and 275 nm. TA shows 2 peaks at 220 nm and 275 nm in 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 2.5 (Figure 4.4A). Therefore, we mainly correlated these peaks with TA. Cipro loading into multilayers was performed at pH 7.4. Cipro absorbs strongly at 275 nm and relatively weak at 328 nm and 339 nm in 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.4 (Figure 4.4B). The peak at 275 nm in the absorption spectra of multilayers slightly broadened with a slight increase in intensity upon CIP loading (Figure 4.5). We did not observe any peaks specific to CIP in the absorption spectra of PAOX multilayers possibly due to overlapping of CIP and TA peaks and relatively low amount of CIP within the multilayers compared to TA.
Figure 4.4. UV-Visible spectra of (A) TA in 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 2.5 and (B) CIP in 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.4. Concentrations of TA and CIP were both 0.001 mg/mL.
Figure 4.5. UV-Visible spectra of 49-layer PEOX/TA (Panel A) and PIPOX/TA (Panel B) films coated on both sides of quartz substrates before (solid-line) and after CIP loading (dash-line).
The comparison of surface morphology of the multilayers before and after CIP loading suggested smoothening of the surfaces upon CIP loading with a decrease in surface roughness from ~ 14.5 nm to ~ 7.7 nm for PEOX/TA and from ~ 23.0 nm to ~ 16.7 nm for PIPOX/TA multilayers. Figure 4.6 contrasts AFM images of 13-layer PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA films before and after CIP loading. As discussed earlier, deposition of TA in the aggregated state was the origin of formation of rough multilayer surfaces. When multilayer coated substrates were exposed to CIP solution, relatively small CIP molecules (compared to PEOX, PIPOX or TA) possibly adsorbed onto both higher and lower parts (holes) of the film. This possibly resulted in partial filling of the holes by CIP molecules and a decrease in surface roughness.

The amount of CIP loaded into PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA multilayers was approximated using fluorescence spectroscopy technique. Fluorescence intensity of CIP was recorded before and after multilayers were immersed into 0.1 mg/mL CIP solution prepared in 10 mM phosphate buffer. The amount of CIP was quantified using calibration curves. The difference in CIP amount between the initial (before loading) and final (after loading) cases was attributed to the amount of CIP loaded into multilayers. The amount of CIP loaded into 49-layer PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA films (each deposited onto 1 cm x 1 cm glass substrate) was 539 µg and 461 µg, respectively. Loading efficiency was calculated as 30% and 26% for PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA multilayers, respectively.
Figure 4.6. AFM topography (1µm x 1µm) images of 13-layer PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA films before and after CIP loading. Roughness values were recorded from images with 2x2 µm² scan size.

4.4.2. Stability and wettability testing after immersion into PBS

Stability of both unloaded and CIP loaded multilayers were examined in PBS at pH 7.4 at 25 °C and 37 °C by following the evolution of film thickness as a function of time using ellipsometry (Figure 4.7). We found that unloaded PEOX/TA multilayers gradually eroded with time at both temperatures. The film almost completely removed from the surface after 24 hours at 37 °C. The amount of material remained at the surface at 25 °C was ~ 20% greater than that at 37 °C after 24 hours. The disintegration of PEOX/TA films can be explained by disruption of hydrogen bonding interactions among the layers due to ionization of TA with increasing pH from 2.5 to 7.5. In
addition to pH increase, the relatively high salt concentration of PBS (0.002 M NaH$_2$PO$_4$, 0.008 M Na$_2$HPO$_4$, 0.0027 M KCl and 0.137 M NaCl) compared to 10 mM phosphate buffer might have induced further ionization of TA. It must be born in mind that LbL deposition was performed using polymer and rinsing solutions prepared in 10 mM phosphate buffer. Of note, enhanced ionization of polyacids in the presence of salt ions has been reported earlier [309]. We speculate that the increase in the number of phenolate groups might have led to electrostatic repulsion among the ionized TA molecules. In addition, the salt ions penetrating into the multilayers to compensate the excess negative charge might have resulted in an increase in osmotic pressure which caused diffusion of water into the multilayers followed by swelling and disintegration of the layers. A comparison of the data obtained at 25 °C and 37 °C showed that increasing temperature from 25 °C to 37 °C resulted in ~ 20% further loss from the surface, indicating the effect of increasing temperature on the disruption of hydrogen bonding interactions among the layers. In contrast to PEOX/TA multilayers, PIPOX/TA films were stable up to 24 hours without any loss from the surface. The greater stability of PIPOX/TA films can be attributed to stronger hydrophobic association among the polymer layers due to greater hydrophobicity of PIPOX. Effect of hydrophobicity on stability of hydrogen-bonded multilayers has been reported earlier [313].

CIP loaded PEOX/TA multilayers demonstrated a remarkably different stability profile in PBS at pH 7.4 at 25 °C and 37 °C. At both temperatures, PEOX/TA films remained stable within the duration of stability testing in the presence of CIP molecules. This was possibly due to screening of negative charges sourcing from phenolate groups of TA by positively charged piperazinyl amino groups of CIP molecules. In this way, destabilization of PEOX/TA films arising from excess negative charge within the multilayers might have been prevented, resulting in more stable films. Similar to unloaded PIPOX/TA multilayers, CIP integrated PIPOX/TA films were also quite stable under similar conditions. He et al. increased the stability of PEOX/PAA multilayers by partially hydrolyzing PEOX to introduce secondary
amine groups which enabled heat-induced crosslinking among the layers and stabilization of multilayers [214]. This study differs from that of He et al. in the sense that stable PAOX multilayers in PBS at 37 °C could be obtained without hydrolysis of PAOX or crosslinking of multilayers. We also monitored the stability of multilayers at 25 °C and 37 °C using UV-Visible Spectroscopy by following the intensity of the peak at 215 nm as a function of time (Figure 4.8). As discussed earlier, the peak at 215 nm was mainly correlated with TA. The evolution of the intensity of the peak at 215 nm was indirectly correlated with the stability of multilayers.

Figure 4.7. Fraction retained at the surface of 13-layer unloaded (A) and CIP loaded (B) PEOX/TA (circles) and PIPOX/TA (squares) films as a function of time after immersed into PBS at pH 7.4/25 °C or pH 7.4/37 °C. Fractions were calculated by normalizing the thickness values to the initial thickness of the films.
Figure 4.8. Normalized absorbance values at 215 nm for unloaded (A) and CIP-loaded (B) 49-layer PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA films (coated on both sides of quartz substrates) as a function of time after immersed into PBS at pH 7.4/25 °C or pH 7.4/37 °C. Normalized absorbance values were calculated by normalizing the absorbance of the films at 215 nm to the initial absorbance at 215 nm.

The comparison of wettability of PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA films before and after immersion into PBS at pH 7.4 and 37 °C is presented in Figure 4.9. The contact angle of PEOX/TA multilayers remained almost same after immersion into PBS at pH 7.4 and 37 °C. An increase of 6° was recorded for the contact angle of PIPOX/TA films after immersion into PBS at pH 7.4 and 37 °C due to LCST-type phase behaviour of PIPOX and increased hydrophobicity at 37 °C.
4.4.3. CIP release from multilayers

CIP is a model antibiotic commonly used to treat bacterial infections. CIP release from multilayers was performed in PBS at pH 7.4 as well as at pH 6.0 to mimic the slightly acidic environment at an infectious site in the body [317]. At each pH, release was performed at both 25 °C and 37 °C to understand the effect of temperature on CIP release from multilayers. Importantly, both films were stable at all conditions under examination (see Figure 4.10 for stability of PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA at pH 6.0/25 °C and pH 6.0/37 °C).

**Figure 4.9.** Static contact angle measurements of 3- and 7- layer PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA films before and after immersion into PBS at pH 7.4/37 °C.
Figure 4.10. Fraction retained at the surface of CIP loaded 13-layer PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA films as a function of time after immersed into PBS at pH 6.0/25 °C (A) and pH 6.0/37 °C (B). Fractions were calculated by normalizing the thickness values to the initial thickness of the films.
Figure 4.11A compares the total amount of CIP released from PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA films (see Figure 4.12 for CIP release as a function of time from multilayer surfaces at various conditions). The amount of CIP released from multilayers was calculated by quantifying the fluorescence intensity data using calibration curves prepared at release conditions. % release was calculated through dividing the amount of CIP released under particular condition by the amount of CIP loaded into the multilayers (Figure 4.11B). A burst release took place at early stages, followed by slow and continuous release for both films under all conditions. To understand the pH effect on CIP release, release at pH 7.4/25 °C and pH 6.0/25 °C was contrasted. The release at pH 7.4/25 °C was correlated with: i) self-diffusion of CIP molecules from the surface and ii) salt-induced rearrangement within the multilayers in PBS. It must be born in mind that multilayer construction was performed using polymer and rinsing solutions prepared in 10 mM phosphate buffer solutions. CIP loading solution was also prepared in 10 mM phosphate buffer solution. However, release experiments were conducted in PBS. PBS is a mixture of 0.002 M NaH$_2$PO$_4$, 0.008 M Na$_2$HPO$_4$, 0.0027 M KCl and 0.137 M NaCl, thus contains higher amount of salt ions than 0.01 M phosphate buffer solution. Accordingly, the amount of salt ions penetrating from the solution into multilayers is suggested to be greater in PBS solution than that in 10 mM phosphate buffer. It is possible that the salt ions penetrating into multilayers could have partially disrupted electrostatic association among TA and CIP due to competitive interactions among TA/Cipro and TA/salt ions. This could be one of the reasons for the release of CIP at pH 7.4 and 25 °C. Additionally, ionization of TA might have been enhanced in the presence of high concentration of salt ions which might have partially disrupted the association among TA and PAOXs (PEOX or PIPOX). This salt-induced rearrangement within the multilayers possibly formed relatively loosely bound multilayers with lower number of binding points among the layers compared to the films in 10 mM phosphate buffer and facilitated self-diffusion of CIP from multilayers. At pH 6.0/25 °C, both films released greater amount of CIP than that at pH 7.4/25 °C due to protonation of phenolate groups of TA and loss of electrostatic interactions among CIP and TA. Importantly, the amount of CIP released
from PEOX/TA multilayers was significantly greater than that from PIPOX/TA multilayers. The difference might be due to different amounts of CIP loaded into multilayers and relatively weak association of PEOX and TA layers, facilitating release of CIP from multilayers.

At pH 7.4 and 37 °C, PEOX/TA multilayers released slightly greater amount of CIP than that at pH 7.4 and 25 °C. This can be correlated with the disruption of hydrogen bonding or electrostatic association among TA layers and CIP with increasing temperature. The difference between the amount of CIP released at pH 7.4/25 °C and pH 7.4/37 °C was greater for PIPOX/TA films. This can be explained by conformational transition of PIPOX from extended to globular form at 37 °C leading to formation of voids within the multilayers which possibly facilitated the release of CIP. Enhanced release of functional molecules from multilayers composed of polymers with LCST-type phase behaviour has been reported previously by us and others [185,318].

At pH 6.0/37 °C, PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA multilayers showed an opposite trend. CIP release from PEOX/TA was suppressed, whereas PIPOX/TA multilayers released significantly higher amount of CIP due to causative effect of dual trigger, i.e. pH and temperature. The suppression of CIP release from PEOX/TA might be due to the synergistic effect of the decrease in hydration of PEOX at 37 °C, enhancing hydrophobic association among PEOX and TA as well as increased hydrogen bonding interactions among the film layers at pH 6.0 resulting in entrapment of CIP molecules within the multilayers. Stabilization of polymer complexes with increasing temperature was reported before and explained by the enhanced hydrophobic interactions among the polymer pairs [319]. Scheme 4.1 shows the schematic representation of CIP release from PIPOX/TA and PEOX/TA multilayers at pH 6.0/37 °C. AFM imaging of multilayers after CIP release (Figure 4.13) at pH 7.4 and 37 °C showed increase in roughness (from 16.7 to 21.2 for 13-layer PEOX/TA and from 7.7 to 11.1 nm for 13-layer PIPOX/TA). The increase in roughness can be attributed to the defects that CIP could cause during release [320] as well as morphological changes.
occurring within the multilayers at 37 °C.

Figure 4.11. (A) Amount of CIP released from 49-layer PIPOX/TA and PEOX/TA films (deposited onto 1 cm x 1 cm glass substrates) at pH 7.4/25 °C, pH 7.4/37 °C, pH 6.0/25 °C and pH 6.0/37 °C after 24 hours. (B) % release of CIP from 49-layer PIPOX/TA and PEOX/TA films at pH 7.4/25 °C, pH 7.4/37 °C, pH 6.0/25 °C and pH 6.0/37 °C after 24 hours.
Figure 4.12. Concentration of CIP released from 49-layer (A) PEOX/TA and (B) PIPOX/TA films (deposited onto 1 cm x 1 cm glass substrates) at pH 7.4/25 °C; pH 7.4/37 °C; pH 6.0/25 °C and pH 6.0/37 °C as a function of time.
Scheme 4.1. Schematic representation of CIP release from PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA multilayers at pH 6.0 and 37 °C.
Figure 4.13. AFM height (1µm x 1µm) images of 13-layer PIPOX/TA and PEOX/TA films before and after CIP release at pH 6.0 and 37 °C. Roughness values were recorded from images with 2x2 µm² scan size.

4.4.4. Antibacterial properties of multi-layer films of PIPOX/TA and PEOX/TA against E. coli and S. aureus

Antibacterial activities of CIP-loaded PIPOX/TA and PEOX/TA multilayers were assessed against model Gram-negative (E.coli) and Gram-positive (S.aureus) bacteria using a Kirby-Bauer test (Figure 4.14). CIP-loaded PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA films showed a clear zone of inhibition of bacterial growth on MH agar at both pH (pH 7.4 and pH 6.0) and temperature (25 °C and 37 °C) conditions. Contrary to the distinctly different CIP amounts released under various conditions (Section 4.4.3), inhibition zones obtained using PEOX /TA and PIPOX/TA multilayers did not differ significantly (2.9-3.5 cm). Nevertheless, the highest inhibition zone was observed for PEOX/TA at pH 6.0 and 25 °C which is in good agreement with the highest amount
of CIP release from PEOX/TA at this condition. MIC value for CIP was measured as 0.05 μg/mL and 1.0 μg/mL against *E. coli* and *S. aureus*, respectively. Of note, plasma concentration of CIP was reported as 2.3 mg/L and maximum plasma concentration was reached in 1.3 hour in first day following intake [321]. In case of *E. coli*, comparable zone sizes observed under different conditions was possibly due to the low MIC with CIP for this bacterial species. Since the amount of CIP released from both multilayers were much higher than the MIC for *E. coli*, it ensured that the bacteria were susceptible to death at all experimental conditions used. In case of *S. aureus*, similar zone sizes were recorded for both films at all conditions except PEOX/TA at pH 6.0/37 °C, which exhibited no clear zone. This is in good agreement with the reduced release of CIP from PEOX/TA multilayers at pH 6.0 and 37 °C, which was insufficient to inhibit bacterial growth.

*E. coli*

![Kirby-Bauer test from CIP-loaded PIPOX/TA and PEOX/TA multilayers (coated onto glass substrates) against *E. coli* and *S. aureus* at pH 6.0/25 °C, pH 7.4/25 °C, pH 6.0/37 °C and pH 7.4/37 °C. Uncoated sterile glass substrates were used as control substrates.](image)

*Figure 4.14.* Kirby-Bauer test from CIP-loaded PIPOX/TA and PEOX/TA multilayers (coated onto glass substrates) against *E. coli* and *S. aureus* at pH 6.0/25 °C, pH 7.4/25 °C, pH 6.0/37 °C and pH 7.4/37 °C. Uncoated sterile glass substrates were used as control substrates.
4.4.5. Bacterial anti-adhesive properties of multi-layers of PIPOX/TA and PEOX/TA against E.coli and S. aureus

Bacterial adhesion onto PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA films (without any CIP) was determined with lag-phase cultures of *E.coli* ATCC 8739 and *S.aureus* ATCC 29213 using an agar plating method (Figure 4.15). Adhered bacteria from the substrates were taken into solution in PBS with sonication; all the bacteria in solution were then spread plated on LB agar plates and incubated at 37 °C for 16 hours. Colonies formed were counted and recorded. Identical sonication conditions and durations were used for all samples. All films had either PEOX or PIPOX as the outmost layer. In case of *E. coli*, the lowest colony number was observed for 3-layer PEOX/TA films with a 70% decrease compared to control. The anti-adhesive property was retained even in 7-layer films. However, the colony number overall was 18% higher than that for 3-layer films. The decrease in anti-adhesiveness observed with increasing layer numbers can be attributed to the increased surface roughness, which possibly provided greater surface area for bacterial adhesion. Figure 4.16 contrasts AFM images and surface roughness of 3- and 7-layer PEOX/TA films, which were treated in PBS at pH 7.4 and 37 °C for 1 hour. On the other hand, 3-layer PIPOX/TA films displayed low-fouling ability with only 30% decrease in colony number compared to the control (blank glass slide). Increasing layer numbers resulted in a complete loss of anti-adhesive property for PIPOX/TA multilayers. 7-layer PIPOX/TA multilayers displayed adhesion to *E.coli* that was even greater than the control. The driving force for the antifouling behaviour of neutral hydrophilic polymers is explained by the formation of a hydration layer on the surface, preventing the adhesion of bacteria [322]. Therefore, the difference in anti-adhesive properties of PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA multilayers could be correlated with greater hydrophobicity of PIPOX at 37 °C. This is also in good agreement with the decrease in wettability of PIPOX/TA multilayers observed upon exposure to PBS at pH 7.4 and 37 °C (Section 4.4.2).

Contrary to the antiadhesive property against *E.coli*, neither of the films exhibited any anti-adhesive behaviour against *S.aureus*. *S. aureus* has been reported to have a
hydrophobic surface [323]. This would indicate that the hydrophobic interactions between the bacterial surface and the PAOX layer in the aqueous environment might have led to enhanced adhesion observed, especially in case of PIPOX with even greater hydrophobic properties. On the other hand, the surface charge of *E. coli* was reported to be slightly more negative compared to *S. aureus* in PBS at pH 7.0 [324]. Although PAOX is neutral at pH 7.4, multilayers are interpenetrated and the contribution of the underlying TA to the outmost layer cannot be ignored. This would mean that *E. coli*, with a greater surface negative charge, would be repelled more strongly compared to *S. aureus* by the phenolate groups of TA. Further studies specifically examining the surface characteristics of the polymers and the bacteria would be necessary to address the differences in bacterial adhesion between gram positive and negative bacteria on multilayers.
Figure 4.15. Number of colonies on 3- and 7-layer PIPOX/TA and PEOX/TA films (coated onto glass substrates) after 1 hour incubation at pH 7.4 with E.coli and S. aureus. Uncoated sterile glass substrates were used as control substrates. (*P<0.05, **P<0.005, ***P<0.0005, ****P<0.0001 and ns= not significant).
4.4.6. Protein adhesion onto PIPOX/TA and PEOX/TA multilayers

BSA was used as a model protein to assess the anti-adhesive behaviour of PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA multilayers against protein adsorption. Multilayers were immersed into 25 mg/mL BSA solution at pH 7.4 and 37 °C for 1 hour. Ellipsometric thickness measurements of PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA multilayers were measured before and after immersion into BSA solution (Figure 4.17). The increase in film thickness was correlated with BSA adsorption onto multilayers. As observed with the adhesiveness of *E. coli*, PIPOX/TA films were more adhesive towards BSA than PEOX/TA multilayers possibly due to greater hydrophobicity of PIPOX, promoting greater BSA adsorption. A correlation between protein and bacterial anti-adhesiveness of polymer modified surfaces has been suggested [325,326]. However, it was also reported that a surface revealing antifouling property against proteins did not display anti-adhesiveness against bacteria [327].
Figure 4.17. Evolution of film thickness upon BSA deposition at pH 7.4 and 37 °C. Dark and light grey parts correspond to the initial thickness and increment in film thickness upon BSA adsorption, respectively. Uncoated silicon wafer was used as control.

4.5. Conclusion

Multilayers of TA and PAOX with varying side chains were prepared at acidic conditions using LbL self-assembly technique. Thickness, surface morphology, wettability, stability, stimuli-responsive release and biological properties of PAOX multilayers were contrasted. The chemical nature of the side chains, conformation and phase behaviour of PAOXs, strength of association between the layers were all found to be critically dependent on both surface and biological properties. At 25 °C, all PAOX multilayers showed pH-responsive release of CIP at varying amounts at neutral and moderately acidic pH. At 37 °C, PAOX multilayers released remarkably different amounts of CIP at moderately acidic pH. The difference in the amount of CIP released from multilayers was correlated with the difference in the phase behaviour of PAOXs.
at 37 °C. Results obtained from release experiments were in good agreement with the antibacterial activity of the surfaces against *S.aureus*. Although the amount of CIP released from different PAOX multilayers were different, all films showed antibacterial activity against *E.coli*. PAOX multilayers with greater wettability were more effective to reduce both *E.coli* and BSA adsorption at the surface. Increasing layer number resulted in a decrease or even a loss of antiadhesive behaviour of PAOX multilayers. Interestingly, PAOX multilayers did not exhibit anti-adhesive behaviour against *S. aureus*.

Different from other studies on PAOX LbL films [178,210,211,303–305], this study contrasts the surface properties of two different PAOX multilayers and uses this information as a basis to scrutinize the differences in biological properties of the films. The remarkable differences in surface and biological properties are explained through phase behaviour of polymers and structure-property relationship in LbL films. In addition, different from earlier work which required hydrolysis and crosslinking reactions to increase the stability of PAOX multilayers [214], this study presents a simple strategy to enhance multilayer stability for potential biomedical applications.

In the light of our findings, we suggest that multilayers of PAOX with isopropyl side chains are more promising for drug release and antibacterial applications due to dual stimuli-responsive behaviour and the greater amount of drug release from surfaces. On the other hand, multilayers of PAOX with ethyl substituent are more promising for protein and bacterial antiadhesive applications.
CHAPTER 5

SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF PIPOX-DOXYCYCLINE CONJUGATE

5.1. Chapter Summary

Polymeric prodrugs are of great interest in biomedical field due to various advantages over small drug counterparts such as lower toxicity and side effects of drug and increasing solubility. Coupling drugs to polymers through hydrazone bond formation provides targeted release of drug molecules in response to pH changes at an infectious site of the body or at tumor tissues. This feature of hydrazone linkage based polymeric prodrugs is significant to minimize the side-effects of drugs to normal tissues. PAOXs have been widely studied polymer in biomedicine due to being non-toxic, non-immunogenic, biocompatible and hydrophilic. In this study, the poly(2-isopropyl-2-oxazoline)-hyd-doxycycline (PIPOX-hyd-DOXY) conjugate was synthesized through a three step mechanism. Several ester precursors of PIPOX were synthesized. Then, one of the precursor was used to follow up the conversion of ester functionalities to hydrazide moiety in presence of hydrazine hydrate. PIPOX-hyd-DOXY conjugate was obtained via reaction of hydrazide functionality of PIPOX with ketone group of DOXY leading to hydrazone bond formation between PIPOX and DOXY. Considering the advantages of hydrazone bond cleavage in slightly acidic media, PIPOX-hyd-DOXY may be a promising material for antibacterial applications in case of pH drops at an infectious site.

5.2. Introduction

Polymeric materials have been gained significant role in biomedical era to be used as elements for synthesis of macromolecule-drug conjugates and regulators for
controlled drug delivery applications [328,329]. Polymer-drug conjugates, so called polymeric prodrugs, are widely studied class of drug delivery systems. Different derivatives of polymer-conjugates have been investigated and used in various applications (i.e treatment of infections and cancer). Contrasted with small molecule counterparts, they demonstrate various advantages including; i) protecting drugs from deactivation in systemic circulation in living body, ii) enhancement of its pharmacokinetics, iii) decreasing the antigenic actions of drug leading to diminished immunological reaction of body, iv) providing passive and active targeting of pharmaceutics, v) probability to construct advance carriers for delivery of bioactives, vi) increasing the solubility so does the bioavailability of drugs and vii) diminishing the systemic toxicity of drug [330].

Polymer-drug conjugates can be established either via direct conjugation of drugs to polymer without presence of any cleavable linkage between the polymer and drug [75,76,102,121,331–333] or via hydrolytically cleavable linkage between the bioactive and polymer [120,128–130]. The linkage to be used in conjugates should be stable in normal biological conditions, but cleavable under disease-specific circumstances such as acidic pH which is characteristics of infectious side of body or tumour tissues. By this way, release of therapeutics can be promoted when and where needed [139,142]. Hydrolytically labile bond can be imine [334], acetal [335], oxime [336] and orthoester [337]. Different from those, hydrazone bonds are of great interest due to their selective sensitivity to pH and their formation throughout facile combination with carbonyl functionality of cargo molecule and hydrazide moiety of polymer [338]. Hydrazone linkage is cleaved at acidic media (pH 5.0-6.0) leading to faster release of cargo in comparison with that released at physiological conditions (pH 7.4). Nevertheless, the fabrication of hydrazone linkage between the polymer and drug to form polymer prodrugs is not synthetically easy route that mostly require multi-step reactions. Coessens et al. demonstrated conjugation of Streptomycin onto either polyglutamine or dextran using hydrazone linkage. Simply, 4-nitrophenyl chloroformate functionalized polyglutamine or dextran was coupled with glycine N-
Boc-hydrazide followed by conjugation of streptomycin via hydrazone bond formation between drug and pre-functionalized polymers. Polyglutamine and dextran prodrugs were tested for hemolytic activity and found as non-hemolytic. Stability of polymer-streptomycin conjugates against hydrolytic degradation were tested at physiological and lysosomal pH. The cleavage of hydrazone linkage provided higher release rate of drug at lysosomal pH [140]. Later, Hruby et al. modified poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(allyl glycidyl ether) (PEO-PAGE) by reacting the double bonds at PAGE chain end with methyl sulfanylacetate to form ester moiety. Conversion of ester functionality to hydrazide in the presence of hydrazine hydrate yielded PEO-PAGE which was then coupled with DOX (PEO-PAGE-DOX) through hydrazone bond formation between polymer and DOX. DOX release from self-assembled PEO-PAGE-DOX micelles was examined at endosomal pH (pH 5.0) and at physiological pH (pH 7.4) at body temperatures. It was found that the amount of DOX released was 50% higher after 6 hours at pH 5.0 than that released at neutral conditions [142]. Neralla et al. fabricated spherical micelles from amphiphilic block copolymer consisting of PEG block forming corona and norbornene block coupled with DOX through hydrazone bond forming core. They contrasted DOX release behavior of micelles at acidic and neutral conditions. Different from others, they synthesized norbornene homopolymer from DOX-conjugated norbornene monomers which were prepared via combination of doxorubicin hydrochloride and norborne hydrazide in methanol in the presence of trifluoroacetic acid. Then, DOX-coupled norbornene homopolymer was used as macroinitiator for the addition of PEG block resulting in COPY-DOX block copolymer [139]. Soon after, Wang et al. reported two different types of Curcumin conjugated acid-sensitive poly(ethylene glycol)-co-poly(lactic acid) (PEG-PLA). The copolymer was consisted of either one or two amphiphilic copolymer chains attached to curcumin. For each conjugate, PLA chain end was coupled with curcumin through hydrazone bond formation. The copolymer-Curcumin conjugates were either in linear form or phospholipid-like structure. When the drug loading dose, release rate, cellular uptake and cytotoxicity were contrasted for micelles assembled from linear and phospholipid-like conjugates, linear conjugate micelles
demonstrated higher loading capacity, faster release, enhanced cellular uptake and lower cytotoxicity [143]. Same group further examined the cytotoxicity of PEG-PLA-Curcumin conjugates against Hela cell line. They found that the polymeric residue produced after hydrolysis cleavage of hydrazone bond and residue of free curcumin demonstrated similar cytotoxicity [144].

Polymers employed in polymer-drug conjugates have to possess some common characteristics such as being highly soluble in aqueous media, nontoxic, biocompatible and non-immunogenic [339]. Among others, PEG and PAOXs are biocompatible, soluble, nontoxic and non-immunogenic polymers and attract growing attention of the researchers for use in biomedical applications. PAOXs are good alternatives to PEG due to their enhanced stability against oxidative degradation [283]. Especially, PEOX and PIPOX are of specific interest due to their temperature responsive behaviors in aqueous environment. Different from all studies reported on polymer-drug conjugates with hydrazone linkage, Li et al. reported the synthesis of PEOX-hyd-DOX conjugate via coupling DOX to PEOX with acid labile hydrazone linker and examined its self-assembly into micelles to physically entrap DOX into micelles. They demonstrated the enhanced antitumor effect with lowered toxicity of DOX when DOX-loaded PEOX-hyd-DOX conjugate micelles were employed in vivo [340].

In this study, we report the design, synthesis and characterization of PIPOX-hyd-Doxycycline conjugates (PIPOX-hyd-DOXY) to be employed in pH- and temperature triggered release of DOXY via cleavage of DOXY under slightly acidic conditions at a physiologically related temperature. DOXY is broad spectrum tetracycline-derivative antibiotic to be used for treatment of infections of skin, eye, malaria, Lyme's disease and gingivitis [341,342]. First, different ester precursors were synthesized via using methyl thioglycolate, N-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-L-cysteine methyl ester and methyl 2-aminobenzoate as nucleophiles in termination step of CROP of 2-IPOX. Choosing from one of the precursor, N-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-L-cysteine methyl ester functionalized PIPOX, ester moiety at the chain end was
converted to hydrazide which then was used to form hydrazone linkage between PIPOX and DOXY under ambient conditions. The precursors and final conjugate was characterized by $^1$H-NMR and GPC. Further characterizations, micellar self-assembly of PIPOX-\textit{hyd}-DOXY, pH- and temperature-induced release of DOXY from PIPOX-\textit{hyd}-DOXY micelles and antibacterial activity of PIPOX-\textit{hyd}-DOXY micelles will be further examined. Moreover, DOXY loading and release profiles and antibacterial activities of several conjugates synthesized from methyl thioglycolate end-capped PIPOX and methyl 2-aminobenzoate end-capped PIPOX ester precursors will be contrasted. This study is the first demonstrating DOXY conjugation to PIPOX \textit{via} acid-labile hydrazone linkage.

5.3. Experimental

5.3.1. Materials

All reactions and polymerizations were carried out under inert atmosphere. All chemicals were used as received unless otherwise specified. Ethanolamine (>99%), cadmium acetate dihydrate (98%), $\alpha$-bromo isobutyrylbromide (98%), acetonitrile (>99.9%), calcium hydride (95%), methanol (99.8%) and dimethyl sulfoxide (>99.9%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Isobutyronitrile (>98%) and hydrazinium hydroxide (~100%) were purchased from Merck chemicals. Doxycycline hydrochloride (≥95%) was purchased from Fischer Bioreagents. The deionized water (DI) was purified by passage through a Milli-Q system (Millipore). SpectroPor7 regenerated cellulose dialysis membrane (molecular weight cutoff: 3.5 kDa) was used for purification of polymers.

5.3.2. Measurements

$^1$H-NMR measurements were monitored in deuterated solvents (DMSO-d$_6$) using a Brucker spectrospin Avance DPX-400 Ultra shield instrument at 400 MHz. The
residual protons of the not fully deuterated solvents used as an internal standard. $^1$H-NMR data were reported as chemical shifts ($\delta$, ppm) relative to tetramethylsilane ($\delta$ 0.00) with multiplicity (s=singlet, br=broad singlet, d=doublet, t=triplet, m=multiplet), coupling constant (Hz) and integration. Gel permeating chromatography (GPC) measurements were performed by Agilent instrument (Model 1100) consisting of refractive index (RI) detectors and three Macherey-Nagel columns packed with a highly cross-linked macroporous, spherical polystyrene-divinylbenzene polymer matrix (Columns 300 × 7.7 mm, particles 5 µm). 0.01 M LiBr/DMF was used as an eluent at a flow rate of 0.7 mL/min at 50°C. The calibration was carried out using poly(methyl methacrylate) standards (Polymer Laboratories).

5.3.3. Synthesis and Characterization of Polymers

Synthesis and characterization of 2-IPOX

2-IPOX was synthesized via following the prescribed procedure [233] with slight modifications. Briefly, ethanolamine (0.052 mol, 3.5 mL) and isobutryronitrile (0.043 mol, 3.9 mL) were reacted into a schlenk flask containing cadmium acetate dihydrate (1.08 mmol, 0.29 g) under inert atmosphere with continuous magnetic stirring. The reaction was refluxed at 130°C for 48 hours. The crude product was distilled at 45°C under vacuum and stored in argon purged flask. $^1$H-NMR (CDCl$_3$, 400 MHz): $\delta$ (ppm) = 4.20 (t, $J$= 9.0 Hz, 2 H), 3.80 (t, $J$= 9.3 Hz, 2 H), 2.56 (m, $J$= 7.3 Hz, 1 H), 1.15 (d, $J$= 6.9 Hz, 3 H) (Appendix A: Figure A.1).

Synthesis and characterization of poly(2-isopropyl-2-oxazoline) (PIPOX)-N-(tert-Butoxycarbonyl)-L-cysteine methyl ester precursor

As reported by us before [285], acetonitrile (10.0 mL) and 2-isopropyl-2-oxazoline (2-IPOX, 41.0 mmol, 4.9 mL) were mixed in an argon purged condenser capped schlenk reactor and magnetically stirred. $\alpha$-bromoisobutyryl bromide (0.4 mmol, 0.01 equivalent) was added and the reaction flask was proceeded in a preheated oil bath at
80°C. Reaction mixture was cooled to room temperature after 24 hours and quenched with N-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-L-cysteine methyl ester (0.03 equivalent). The termination was proceeded for 2 days more at 80°C. Reaction mixture was concentrated under reduced pressure at room temperature. The obtained product was dissolved in DI water and dialyzed against DI water for 2 days. Finally, the solution was freeze-dried. 

\[ ^1H\text{-NMR (DMSO-d_6, 400 MHz)} \delta 3.49 \text{ (br, 4H), 2.82-2.61} \text{ (br, 1H), 1.10 (s, 6H), 0.9 (br, 6H) (Figure 5.2A)} \]

GPC traces of PIPOX: Mn = 11272 g/mol, PDI 1.35 (Figure 5.2D).

**Synthesis and characterization of PIPOX-hydrazide precursor**

PIPOX-N-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-L-cysteine methyl ester precursor (0.6 g) was dissolved in methanol (0.84 mL) under inert atmosphere and hydrazine hydrate (0.084 mL) was added dropwise under constant stirring. The resultant mixture was stirred at room temperature for 24 hours. The solution was diluted to 5.0 mL with DI water and dialyzed against DI water for 24 hours and lyophilized at room temperature. Formation of PIPOX-hydrazide precursor was confirmed by thin layer chromatography (TLC) with \( R_f = 0.58 \) in ethanol.

**Synthesis and characterization of PIPOX-hyd-DOXY conjugate (PIPOX-hyd-DOXY)**

PIPOX-hyd-DOXY conjugate was achieved via construction of hydrazone bond between the ketone moiety of DOXY and hydrazide end of the PIPOX-hydrazide precursor via following the procedure prescribed before with slight modification [340]. Briefly, PIPOX-hydrazide (0.130 g) was dissolved in anhydrous DMSO (0.354 mL) under inert atmosphere. Then, acetic acid (0.010 mL) and doxycycline hydrochloride (5.5 mg) were added into reaction mixture under constant stirring. The final mixture was stirrer in the dark at room temperature for 24 hours. At the end of the reaction, yellowish powder PIPOX-hyd-DOXY conjugate was obtained via precipitation with anhydrous ether followed by the filtering with Sephadex G25 column with DI water (pH 7.8, adjusted with 0.2 M sodium hydroxide aqueous...
solution) as eluent. Finally, the solution was lyophilized. All steps were performed in the dark environment. Conjugate formation was confirmed by $^1$H-NMR (Figure 5.2B) and TLC (Figure 5.2C). $^1$H-NMR (DMSO-d$_6$, 400 MHz) δ 7.25 (d, 1H), 6.76 (m, 1H), 6.65 (d, 1H), 3.60 (br, 4H), 2.9 (br, 6H), 2.8-2.65 (br, 1H), 2.67 (s, 1H), 2.56 (s, 1H), 1.5 (s, 3H), 1.2 (s, 6H) (Figure 2B). Formation of PIPOX-hyd-DOXY conjugate was confirmed by thin layer chromatography (TLC) with $R_f$ = 0.84 in ethanol.

5.4. Results and Discussion

In this study, novel and water soluble PIPOX-hyd-DOXY conjugates were attempted to be synthesized aiming that pH-triggered release of DOXY will be achieved under slightly acidic conditions mimicking the infectious side of the body via cleavage of hydrazone bond.

Several PIPOX-ester precursors were synthesized using methyl thioglycolate, N-((tert-butoxycarbonyl)-L-cysteine methyl ester and methyl 2-aminobenzoate as nucleophiles in termination step of CROP of 2-IPOX (Scheme 5.1). The significant points to be concerned while selecting the esters were: 1) they had to bear nucleophilic side in one end at which they can attack the active side of the propagating PIPOX chain, 2) they had to bear ester group at other side of the molecule which could further react with hydrazine to generate PIPOX-hydrazide precursors. In addition, differences in hydrophilicities of the ester groups attached to the ω-chain end is critical for the self-assembly of the PIPOX conjugate. This is because the alkyl or aryl group coming from ester contribute to the formation of the micellar cores together with drug, thus the variation of hydrophilicity of the ester group will affect the core-size of the micellar structure which is critical for the amount of drug loaded into micellar core.
Among all ester precursors, first PIPOX-N-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-L-cysteine methyl ester precursor was chosen to synthesize PIPOX-hyd-DOXY conjugate. The successful synthesis of PIPOX-N-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-L-cysteine methyl ester precursor was confirmed by $^1$H-NMR Spectroscopy (Figure 5.1A). The sharp peaks appeared at 3.49 ppm, 2.82-2.61 ppm, 1.1 ppm and 0.9 ppm correspond to main chain ethylene protons, side chain –CH proton, two –CH$_3$ protons of isopropyl side chain and two –CH$_3$ protons of α-bromo isobutryl moiety of PIPOX, respectively. Attachment of N-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-L-cysteine methyl ester to ω-end of PIPOX was confirmed by the presence of the peaks at 4.3 ppm, 3.7 ppm, 2.5 ppm and 1.3 ppm.
correlated with –CH proton neighboring to carbonyl group, –CH₂ protons neighboring to thiol moiety, –CH₃ protons neighboring to oxygen of ester moiety and protons of three CH₃ group of –Boc moiety of N-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-L-cysteine methyl ester group, respectively. The number-average molecular weight of PIPOX-N-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-L-cysteine methyl ester was determined as 11272 g/mol with polydispersity index (PDI) of 1.35 by GPC (Figure 5.1D). GPC results suggested narrow molecular weight distribution for the ester precursor. Afterward, PIPOX-N-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-L-cysteine methyl ester precursor was reacted with hydrazine hydrate to form PIPOX-hydrazide precursor (Scheme 5.2A). Then, it was immediately reacted with DOXY to conjugate DOXY to PIPOX through formation of acid-labile hydrazone linker (Scheme 5.2B). The formation of PIPOX-hyd-DOXY conjugate was firstly followed by thin layer chromatography. To confirm the formation of PIPOX-hyd-DOXY conjugate from PIPOX-hydrazide precursor, retardation factors (Rf) for PIPOX-hyd-DOXY conjugate, PIPOX-hydrazide precursor, DOXY and hydrazine hydrate were contrasted as shown in Figure 5.1C. Different Rf values for PIPOX-hyd-DOXY conjugate supported the conversion of PIPOX-hydrazide into PIPOX-hyd-DOXY conjugate. As shown in Figure 5.1B, the conjugation of DOXY to PIPOX was further approved by ¹H-NMR spectrum. The characteristic peaks of PIPOX at 3.60 ppm, 2.8-2.65 ppm, 1.2 ppm indicated the existence of PIPOX in conjugate structure but slight shift of the protons to the lower field further proved the functionalization of end-capping. In addition, the specific peaks of DOXY arose at 7.25 ppm, 6.76 ppm and 6.65 ppm corresponding to aromatic protons, 2.9 ppm corresponding to protons of two -CH₃ in amine moiety, 2.67 and 2.56 ppm corresponding to protons of two different –CH inside the cyclohexane moieties and 1.5 ppm corresponding to –CH₃ group attached to cyclohexane unit. Of note, characteristic ¹H-NMR peaks of DOXY were reported elsewhere before [343,344]. The conjugation of poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) (PEOX) with anticancer drug, doxorubicin through hydrazone bond formation was earlier reported by Li et al. [340].
Scheme 5.2. Synthesis route for (A) hydrazide functionalized PIPOX precursor from N-Boc-L cysteine methyl ester functionalized PIPOX and hydrazine hydrate (B) PIPOX-hyd-DOXY conjugate from PIPOX-hydrazide precursor through formation of hydrazone linker.
Figure 5.1. $^1$H-NMR spectra of (A) N-Boc-L cysteine methyl ester functionalized PIPOX, (B) PIPOX-hyd-DOXY. (C) Thin layer chromatograms of (1) PIPOX-NHNH$_2$, (2) PIPOX-hyd-DOXY, (3) DOXY and (4) NH$_2$NH$_2$. DOXY and PIPOX-hyd-DOXY, demonstrating fluorescence under 366 nm UV-lamp. (D) GPC chromatogram of N-Boc-L cysteine methyl ester functionalized PIPOX. $^1$H-NMR samples were dissolved in deuterated DMSO.
5.5. Conclusion

In this study, PIPOX-hyd-doxycyline (PIPOX-hyd-DOXY) conjugates with acid-labile hydrazone bond between PIPOX and DOXY were synthesized. Firstly, ester precursors of PIPOX conjugates were synthesized using methyl thioglycolate, methyl 2-aminobenzoate and N-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-L-cysteine methyl ester as terminating agents in CROP of 2-IPOX. Secondly, ω-end capping of N-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-L-cysteine methyl ester precursor of PIPOX was converted to hydrazide. Then, hydrazide functionalized PIPOX precursor was used to synthesize PIPOX-hyd-doxycyline conjugate via formation of hydrazone linkage between the PIPOX and DOXY. This study can be the pioneer work for synthesis of several derivatives of PAOX conjugates in presence of hydrazone linkage to be used in various applications in biomedical field.
CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

This PhD thesis examined the synthesis, aqueous solution behavior and layer-by-layer self-assembly of PAOXs.

In Chapter 2, the effect of pH on aqueous solution behavior of PIPOX has been examined. For the first time, pH-dependent self-aggregation of PIPOX was recorded at a temperature significantly lower than LCST of PIPOX. Spherical PIPOX aggregates were detected above pH 5.0 at 25 °C in aqueous solution. End group functionality, polymer and salt concentration were all found to be critical on self-aggregation of PIPOX and the size of aggregates formed. Moreover, it was found that increasing salt concentration of PIPOX solution led to formation of larger aggregates at acidic conditions but smaller aggregates at higher pH values when compared to the size of PIPOX aggregates in solutions with low salt concentration. The large aggregates at high salt concentrations under acidic conditions were formed via salt-trigger where the salt anions acted as bridges between the positively charged amide units, inducing the aggregation of PIPOX chains. In contrast, above pH 5.0, where PIPOX got deprotonated and formation of aggregates was induced via pH-trigger, increasing salt concentration destroyed the hydrogen bonding among water molecules as well as the hydrogen bonding network constructed by water molecules and PIPOX, resulting in formation of smaller aggregates. We have also found that cloud point temperature of PIPOX solutions was affected by the formation of PIPOX aggregates in solution. The cloud point temperature for PIPOX at acidic pH was slightly lower than that observed for PIPOX solution at pH 7.5 due to greater hydrophilicity of the PIPOX chains at acidic pH. This study presents significant results on aqueous solution behavior of PIPOX and presents a new triggering mechanism to prepare PIPOX self-aggregates.
In Chapter 3, pH-dependent aqueous solution behavior of 2-butoxy end-capped PIPOX (PIPOX-OR) and Chloramphenicol end-capped PIPOX (PIPOX-CAP) was contrasted. The effect of end-group on aggregate size, loading capacity and release properties was examined. Both PIPOX self-aggregates were similar in size in phosphate buffer. For CAP loading into PIPOX aggregates, self-assembly was induced in CAP solution. In CAP solution, hydrodynamic diameter of PIPOX-CAP self-aggregates were almost 2.5 times higher than that of PIPOX-OR due to enhanced hydrophobic association among PIPOX-CAP chains owing to more hydrophobic CAP end units. Aggregations of PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP were both found to be reversible at 25 °C as well as 37 °C with some hysteresis due to intra- and inter-molecular hydrophobic association between the PIPOX chains, suppressing the protonation of the amide nitrogens and only partial removal of PIPOX chains from the aggregates. In good agreement with the size data, PIPOX-CAP aggregates had higher loading capacity for CAP molecules. PIPOX-OR and PIPOX-CAP showed different stimuli-responsive behaviour. Despite the high loading capacity, PIPOX-CAP aggregates did not show pH-response at 25 °C, while PIPOX-OR aggregates released CAP at moderately acidic conditions. This can be explained by supression of dissolution of PIPOX-CAP aggregates due to stronger hydrophobic association among PIPOX-CAP chains than that among PIPOX-OR chains. The greatest amount of CAP was released at moderately acidic pH and 37 °C from both types of PIPOX aggregates indicating dual responsive behavior.

In Chapter 4, LbL self-assembled films of PAOXs with different side chains and TA were fabricated at strong acidic conditions. The effect of side chain variation on thickness, surface morphology, stability, wettability, protein and bacterial anti-adhesive and antibacterial properties of multilayers was explored. It was found that the chemical nature of side chain was critical on phase behaviour of PAOXs as well as the strength of association between the layers which affected both the surface and biological properties of the multilayers. PIPOX and TA provided more stable multilayers in PBS solution at 37 °C, whereas PEOX and TA multilayers gradually
disintegrated under the same conditions. This was due to greater hydrophobicity of PIPOX than that of PEOX providing greater stability to multilayer films. PEOX/TA multilayers displayed good wettability, providing anti-adhesiveness against BSA and E.Coli. Similar behaviour was not observed for PIPOX/TA multilayers due to LCST-type phase behaviour of PIPOX leading to more hydrophobic surfaces. However, transition of PIPOX from extended to globular conformation at 37 °C provided dual responsiveness to PIPOX/TA multilayers. These multilayers could release CIP from the surface in response to both pH and temperature and the amount of CIP released from PIPOX/TA was greater than that from PEOX/TA multilayers at moderately acidic pH at a physiologically related temperature. This feature provided good antibacterial properties specifically to PIPOX/TA multilayers. Importantly, the difference in CIP release profiles from PEOX/TA and PIPOX/TA multilayers was remarkable and was in good agreement with the antibacterial activity of the films against S.Aureus. Increasing layer number led to decrease or even a loss of antiadhesive behaviour of PAOX-multilayers.

In Chapter 5, PIPOX-hyd-doxycyline (PIPOX-hyd-DOXY) conjugates with acid-labile hydrazone bond between PIPOX and DOXY were synthesized via three step mechanism. In first step, ester precursors of PIPOX conjugates were synthesized using methyl thioglycolate, methyl 2-aminobenzoate and N-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-L-cysteine methyl ester as a terminating agent in CROP of PIPOX. In second step, N-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-L-cysteine methyl ester derivative of PIPOX was used to convert ester moiety at the chain end to hydrazide group using hydrazine hydrate. In final step, hydrazide functionalized PIPOX precursor was converted to PIPOX-hyd-doxycyline conjugate under ambient conditions via formation of hydrazone bond between the PIPOX and DOXY. Ester precursor, intermediate hydrazide functionalized PIPOX and final PIPOX-hyd-DOXY conjugate were characterized by $^1$H-NMR and GPC.

Overall, this dissertation generated fundamental knowledge on synthesis of PAOX derivatives, aqueous solution behaviour of PAOXs and structure-property relationship.
in PAOX multilayers. Considering the potential of PAOXs for use in biomedical applications, these results may form a basis for further development of PAOX based materials. For example, pH-dependent self-aggregation behaviour of PAOXs has been first demonstrated in this doctoral studies. There are still many parameters, e.g salt concentration, natural of chemical salt, to be further explored to understand the solution behaviour of PAOXs. Dual responsive PIPOX aggregates for stimuli responsive release of a wide spectrum antibiotic, CAP has been first explored in this doctoral thesis studies. Such aggregates can be further explored for in vitro studies to understand the potential of PIPOX aggregates for biomedical applications. PAOX multilayers are promising for surface modification of biomaterials for both anti-adhesive and anti-bacterial applications. PAOX multilayers of varying compositions can be further explored for different biological applications. Furthermore, various PIPOX-hyd-DOXY conjugates derived from several different ester precursors can be synthesized by following a similar synthetic route reported for PIPOX-hyd-DOXY derived from N-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-L-cysteine methyl ester precursor of PIPOX. Self-assembly of PIPOX-hyd-DOXY conjugate into micellar aggregates and release of DOXY at moderately acidic pH conditions may have potential use in antibacterial applications. Since each conjugate will have different groups with various solubility attached by ester compound will form core of micelles, a comparison of the drug loading and release profiles into/from micelles will generate fundamental knowledge for the potential use of PIPOX-hyd-DOXY for drug delivery applications.
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APPENDICES

A. NMR SPECTRA

Figure A 1. $^1$H-NMR of 2-isopropyl-2-oxazoline.
Figure A 2. $^1$H-NMR of $\alpha$-bromo-$\omega$-2-butoxy-PIPOX.

Figure A 3. $^1$H-NMR of $\alpha$-bromo-$\omega$-N-boc-aminopiperidine-PIPOX.
Figure A 4. $^1$H-NMR spectra of Chloramphenicol (CAP)
B. GPC CHROMATOGRAMS

Figure B 1. GPC traces of α-bromo-ω-2-butoxy-PIOX.

Figure B 2. GPC traces of α-bromo-ω-N-boc-aminopiperidine-PIOX.
Figure B 3. GPC chromatogram of poly (2-isopropyl-2-oxazoline)-chloramphenicol (PIPOX-CAP) conjugate.

Figure B 4. GPC traces of poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) (PEOX).
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